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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Dr. Charles Hoffe, a family physician from Lytton, British Columbia, wrote to Dr. Bonnie Henry, B.C.

provincial health oFcer, in April 2021 with serious concerns about COVID-19 vaccines. One of his

patients died after the shot, and six others had adverse effects. While their small town had no

cases of COVID-19, Hoffe said the vaccine was causing serious damage and he believed “this

vaccine is quite clearly more dangerous than COVID-19.”

Hoffe was quickly accused of causing “vaccine hesitancy” and local health authorities threatened

to report him to the licensing body, the College of Physicians and Surgeons of British Columbia. He

was also told by government health authorities that he could not say anything negative about the

COVID-19 vaccine,  but the issues Hoffe was seeing compelled him to speak out anyway.

Blood Clot Formation With mRNA Vaccines ‘Inevitable’

Hoffe created the video above to explain how mRNA COVID-19 vaccines can affect your body at the

cellular level.  In each dose of the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine are 40 trillion mRNA — or messenger

RNA — molecules.

Each mRNA “package” is designed to be absorbed into your cell, but only 25% stay in your arm at

the site of the injection. The other 75%, Hoffe says, are collected by your lymphatic system and fed

into your circulation. The cells where mRNA is absorbed are those around your blood vessels — the

capillary network, which are the tiniest blood vessels in your body.

When the mRNA is absorbed into your vascular endothelium — the inner lining of your capillaries —

the “packages” open and genes are released. Each gene can produce many COVID-19 spike

proteins, and your body gets to work manufacturing these spike proteins, numbering in the trillions.

Your body recognizes the spike protein as foreign, so it begins to manufacture antibodies to protect

you against COVID-19, or so the theory goes. But there’s a problem. In a coronavirus, the spike

protein becomes part of the viral capsule, Hoffe says, but when you get the vaccine, “it’s not in a

virus, it’s in your cells.” The spike protein, in turn, can lead to the development of blood clots:

“So it therefore becomes part of the cell wall of your vascular endothelium, which means

that these cells, which line your blood vessels, which are supposed to be smooth so that

your blood 9ows smoothly, now have these little spiky bits sticking out.

So it is absolutely inevitable that blood clots will form, because your blood platelets

circulate around in your vessels and the purpose of blood platelets is to detect a damaged

vessel and block that damage when it starts bleeding. So when a platelet comes through a

capillary and suddenly hits all these covid spikes that are jutting into the inside vessel …

blood clots will form to block that vessel. That’s how platelets work.”

62% of Recently Vaccinated Patients Have Evidence of Clotting

Hoffe spoke with Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi, a retired professor, microbiologist and infectious disease and

immunology specialist who, along with several other doctors and scientists, formed Doctors for

COVID Ethics. Bhakdi has also warned that the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein binds to the ACE2

receptor on platelets.

The subsequent activation of the platelets can lead to disseminated intravascular coagulation

(DIC), i.e., a pathological overstimulation of your coagulation system that can result in abnormal,

and life threatening, blood clotting, as well as thrombocytopenia (low platelet count) and

hemorrhaging.

While some of the blood clots you may have heard about associated with the COVID-19 vaccines

are the large variety that show up on MRIs and CT scans, Hoffe states that the variety he’s referring

to are microscopic and scattered throughout the capillary network, so they won’t show up on any

scan.

The only way to bnd out if this predictable mechanism of clotting is happening is with a test called

D-dimer. D-dimer is a protein fragment produced by the body when a blood clot dissolves. It’s

typically undetectable or present only at very low levels, buts its level may signibcantly rise when

the body is forming and breaking down blood clots.

According to Bhakdi, “Now a number of German doctors have been measuring the D-dimers in the

blood of patients before vaccination and days after vaccinations and with respect to the symptoms

they have just found out that triggering of clot formation is a very common event with all vaccines.”

Hoffe has been conducting the D-dimer test on his patients within four to seven days of them

receiving a COVID-19 vaccine and found that 62% have evidence of clotting.  While he’s still trying

to accumulate more information, he said:

“It means that these blood clots are not rare. The majority of people are getting blood clots

and they have no idea that they even have them. The most alarming thing about this is that

there are some parts of your body, like your heart and your brain and your spinal cord and

your lungs, which cannot regenerate. When those tissues are damaged by blocked vessels,

they are permanently damaged.”

‘The Worst Is Yet to Come’

As Bhakdi explained, post-vaccination it’s possible to end up with so many blood clots throughout

your vascular system that your coagulation system is exhausted, resulting in bleeding

(hemorrhaging).  Hoffe now has patients who get out of breath much more easily than they used to

because “they’ve clogged up thousands of tiny capillaries in their lungs.” This is only the brst

problem, as it can lead to more signibcant, permanent damage. Hoffe noted:

“The terrifying thing about this is not just that these people are short of breath and can’t do

what they used to be able to do. Once you block off a signiEcant number of blood vessels

to your lungs, your heart is now pumping against a much greater resistance to try to get the

blood through your lungs.”

The end result can be pulmonary artery hypertension, which is basically high blood pressure in your

lungs, because the blood can’t get through due to the many vessels that are blocked. “People with

this usually die of right-sided heart failure within three years,” Hoffe said. “So the huge concern

about this mechanism of injury is that these shots are causing permanent damage and the worst is

yet to come.”

As he noted, while some tissues, like your liver and kidneys, can regenerate, others, like your heart,

cannot. An increased risk of myocarditis, or ineammation of the heart muscle, has already been

seen among young males who receive an mRNA COVID-19 vaccine.  “They have permanently

damaged hearts,” Hoffe explained, adding:

“It doesn’t matter how mild it is, they will not be able to do what they used to do because

heart muscle doesn’t regenerate. The long-term outlook is very grim, and with each

successive shot, it will add more damage. The damage is cumulative because you’re

progressively getting more damaged capillaries.”

Because of the risk of the formation of blood clots in your vessels, Bhakdi went so far as to say that

giving the COVID-19 vaccine to children is a crime: “Do not give it to children because they have

absolutely no possibility to defend themselves; if you give it to your child you are committing a

crime.”

Spike Protein Damages Human Cells

The key causative agent causing damage from COVID-19 vaccines appears to be the spike protein.

Scientists from the University of California San Diego created a pseudo virus, or cell surrounded by

the spike proteins that did not contain a virus.

Using an animal model, the researchers administered the pseudo virus into the lungs and found the

virus was not necessary to create damage. Instead, the spike protein was enough to cause

ineammation, damage to vascular endothelial cells and inhibited mitochondrial function.

Dr. Robert Malone, the inventor of the mRNA and DNA vaccine core platform technology,  has also

spoken out about the dangers of the spike protein used in COVID-19 vaccines.

In its native form in SARS-CoV-2, the spike protein is responsible for the pathologies of the viral

infection, and in its wild form it’s known to open the blood-brain barrier, cause cell damage

(cytotoxicity) and, Malone said, “is active in manipulating the biology of the cells that coat the

inside of your blood vessels — vascular endothelial cells, in part through its interaction with ACE2,

which controls contraction in the blood vessels, blood pressure and other things.”  Bhakdi also

described this as “a disastrous situation” paving the way for clotting:

“This is a disastrous situation, because the spike protein itself is now sitting on the surface

of the cells, facing the bloodstream. It is known that these spike proteins, the moment they

touch platelets, they active them [the platelets], and that sets the whole clotting system

going.

The second thing that should happen, according to theory, is that the waste products of this

protein that are produced in the cell, are put in front of the ‘door’ of the cell … and is

presented to the immune system.

The immune system, especially the lymphocytes, recognize these and will attack the cells,

because they don’t want them to make viruses or viral parts. And the viral parts are now

being made in locations where viral parts would never, ever reach [naturally], like the vessel

wall in your brain …

If that ‘tapestry’ of the wall [i.e., the lining of the blood vessel] is then destroyed, then that

is the signal for the clotting system to [activate], and create a blood clot. And this happens

with all of these vaccines because the gene [the instruction to make spike protein] is being

introduced to the vessel wall.”

Physicians Forbidden From Countering Narrative

Equally as disturbing as the potential harm caused by experimental mRNA vaccines is the

censorship going along with it, such that the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario

(CPSO), which regulates the practice of medicine in Ontario, issued a statement  prohibiting

physicians from making comments or providing advice that goes against the oFcial narrative —

basically anything “anti-vaccine, anti-masking, anti-distancing and anti-lockdown.”

The statement was released, according to CPSO, because physicians, in isolated incidents, have

been spreading blatant misinformation via social media, which is undermining “public health

measures meant to protect all of us.” But if a physician is unable to speak freely, the independent

relationship between doctor and patient ceases to exist, and so does the doctor’s ability to act in

the best interest of the patient.

Hoffe certainly experienced this but is still speaking out, putting his patients brst and trying to get

the word out that, he believes the COVID-19 vaccination program should be stopped until the

causes of the many injuries and deaths are understood.  The tragic question is, how many others

with similar concerns have been intimidated into remaining silent?

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best seller. With hundreds of thousands

of copies sold, it has a nearly perfect 5-star rating so grab your copy of the #1 best-selling book on

Amazon today before Biden bans it.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

1,982 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Granny on the warpath
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I am almost 82 years old and angry as Hell at the fake pandemic and what it has done to our people and our country for the benebt of a

few people and corporations. I am angry that our children are being forced to wear masks if they go to school or do their schoolwork at

home on a computer. Their phone is their social world, what ever happened to the days when kids got together and went bike riding for

the day or playing in the park or woodlands? Sports and social occasions are cancelled, they are becoming fearful of a virus that kills less

than 1/10 of 1% of them.... We are losing a whole generation to fears and restrictions on their lives, damn the people who have done this,

I hope karma brings them extreme pain and suffering in their lives...I am angry at those people who chose what we can read, chose what

we can say without repercussion especially if we are conservatives or Christians. I will keep bghting you, bnding articles that expose you

and posting them to sites online even though you mark them as "untrue" or "not meeting your standards". I have been called names I

cannot post here, slurs and derogatory names for a woman but I just keep going on and even laughing at the idiots who use ugly names

instead of intelligent rebuttal.....
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You have every reason to be angry at the great deception that humanity is being subjected to and the dire consequences that these

criminal acts are causing and potentially increasing over time. The harm to children is especially relevant. Children are the social

group that is likely to be most punished by all the measures imposed by this false pandemic. The moral and physical damage of

submitting to fear and restrictive policies, such as masks, conbnement, etc., have not only harmed their mental and physical

development, but also the parents. Vaccines in children and pregnant women represent a real tragedy.

According to statistics the deaths that occurred in children in the United Kingdom, during the brst 12 months of the pandemic,

found that 99.995% of children diagnosed with COVID-19 survived. An analysis by Marty Makary and his Johns Hopkins

colleagues, along with FAIR Health, showed that all children under the age of 18 who died and were diagnosed with COVID-19

between April and August 2020 had medical conditions. pre-existing, such as cancer. We are seeing that the risk related to the

vaccine is still much greater than any related risk. with natural infection. Vaccine assaults on children leave a lifelong mark, with

serious health consequences. It will be the true epidemic of the future for successive generations,

As Dr. McCullough, internist, cardiologist, epidemiologist, and professor of medicine at Texas A&M School of Medicine, Dallas puts

it: “Here in the United States, we have 100 million people (with bioweapons injections). COVID-19 so far). This is by far the

deadliest and most toxic biological agent ever injected into a human body in America.
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In this US study, it was reported that children born during the coronavirus pandemic have signibcantly reduced overall verbal,

motor, and cognitive performance compared to children born before restrictive measures. The brst years of a child's life are

essential for their cognitive development. With Covid-19 causing the closure of businesses, daycare centers, schools and

playgrounds, babies' lives changed considerably, with parents stressed and stretched out as they tried to balance work and

childcare.

Children are the social group that is likely to be most punished by all the measures imposed by this false pandemic. The moral and

physical damage of submitting to fear and restrictive policies, such as masks, conbnement, etc., have not only harmed their

mental and physical development, but also the parents. Vaccines in children and pregnant women represent a real tragedy.

www.theguardian.com/world/2021/aug/12/children-born-during-pandemic-ha..   (12 Aug 2021) A pathetic spectacle of

vaccinating children is being prepared. New South Wales Health and Medical Research Minister Brad Hazzard announced this

week that 24,000 children would be the target of a mass vaccination campaign under police surveillance, with no parents being

allowed into the Qudos Bank Arena, where mass vaccinations would be carried out.

www.brighteon.com/44c1d780-8c1e-43f6-b602-347440e9de8a
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You cannot silence truth. Truth exists independent of Man and his chicaneries. It may reveal itself in the form of scripture or even

in a simplistic subway scrawl. It is in its inherent nature, incorruptible. And so, it is, as always, in the faces of children, before they

grow up to be absorbed into the falsehoods of Man. And yet, it is there in you and me. Always has been. It is everywhere. Those

who can see this with clarity see the Light. They stay with it. Are blessed by it. Go forth from it. They are empowered with it. They

do not get to be fearful of the falsehoods of Man. All that stays true to the end is Truth. It spontaneously reasserts itself. Today, I

was treated with untruth. I paid for it with some Truth. After some seeming resistance, my doctor seemed to accept payment. He

even waived his fee. Good on him. He has a ray of Light in his future. Truth triumphs just because it's true.
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You just have to DISOBEY, ASSERTIVELY, and let that be the resistance, without entering into dialogue with them:  ///

 www.youtube.com/watch    //  it's only in spanish
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You have today heard of fast food, and now the term slow food.  But have you heard of fast war and slow war?  No announcement

has been received over the news media that we are at war but war has been declared nevertheless. In fast wars of the past there

were bombs, guns and aerial bombardments which resulted in many deaths. Battles waged by land, sea and air determined the

eventual outcome of victory or defeat.  In a slow war there is none of the above, the weapons are different, often hidden or only to

be inferred by events, threats and illogical (infection promoting) oFcial mandates.  Nothing can be easily proven and that which

can is quickly censored. Connections between events may be attributable to naturally occurring phenomena, such as forest bres.

As many have previously quoted, “truth is the brst casualty of war.”  And efforts to disguise or censure the truth are part of the war

tactics of enemies.

Microscopic  blood clots scattered throughout the capillary network, so they won’t show up on any scan; children being made to

fear of a virus that kills one tenth of one per cent of them; a vaccine “clearly more dangerous than Covid-19”. “dying of “right sided

heart failure within three years”.….giving to a child you are “committing a crime”  “The village of Lytton sent out its evacuation

order at 6pm….No cause has yet been determined for the blaze, but oFcials believe it was probably caused by human activity….the

regional district has handled emergency management, taking some authority away from the First Nation. But leaders of the Lytton

First Nation say silence from the province was “sickening”, with any coordination from emergency oFcials coming hours after it

was needed…..First Nations residents have expressed frustration ….British Columbia's public safety minister admitted his

government's wildbre response this week revealed "gaps in protocols" after facing criticism from First Nations leaders. The

Guardian,com 25/7/21
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I am almost 72, and I totally agree with you.. I'm angry... no... I'm bghting mad
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Keep on the warpath, Granny, until the truth breaks out and the battle is won.   Which, with facts as noted in this article, may not be

all that long from now, as one after the other of our "crazy conspiracy theories" become so obvious as to be undeniable.
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I recently contracted the "alleged" disease that is being referred to as "Covid" ...... I am quite sure that this was the result of contact

with the VACCINATED .. I woke up last Saturday with a snot avalanche requiring chain tissue relief but this was accompanied by a

relentless non stop dry hacking cough that had a sandpapery quality .... this cough was hard to take ....... so I got out my snazzy

nebuliser and my freshly bought lab obtained hydrogen peroxide and from 8am in the morning to 6pm that evening I blasted my

nose and throat with the peroxide{3.5 percent} ....... after the ten hours I now became quite concerned that the peroxide was not

alleviating my symptoms .. the cough continued and the nose was blocked ... I then knew that some other means should be used ..

so I went to my emergency supplement draw to see what I could bnd .. I keep all the unbnished supplement bottles and went

through them ..... when my hand alighted on a Solgar Flavo Zinc Lozenges I had the Zelenko Moment .....

I knew from Zelenko that the incubation period was one to bve days before the infection moved from the throat and nose to the

lungs ...... although my bottle was seven years past its "best before" date I reckoned that zinc would have not perished so I popped

a single lozenger ....... these are sucking sweets and the trick is to keep sucking as the target is the mouth cavity .... no grinding

......... so after an eight minute suck I was astonished and amazed that it stopped the non stop cough in its tracks ......... by a day

and a half with a more effective {now} blast of peroxide my nose dried considerably ........ I even got my voice back from the

hoarseness it sustained .. all this in the about two days after the onset of a seriously debilitating eu drama .......... it did not reach

my lungs ..... thank you Drs Zelenko and Mercola .. I still have some snot and I cough up big globs of yellow phlegm but I am

conbdent of full recovery ..... just one sweet early enough
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Go Granny, go granny, go granny go!!!
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57 TOP SCIENTISTS AND DOCTORS RELEASE SHOCKING STUDY ON COVID VACCINES AND DEMAND IMMEDIATE STOP TO ALL

VACCINATIONS. A group of 57 leading scientists, physicians and policy experts have released a report questioning the safety and

eFcacy of current COVID-19 vaccines and are now calling for an immediate end to all vaccine programs. There are two certainties

regarding the global distribution of Covid-19 vaccines. The brst is that governments and the vast majority of the mainstream

media are pushing hard for these experimental drugs to reach as many people as possible. The second is that those who are

willing to face the contempt that comes with asking serious questions about vaccines are critical players in our ongoing effort to

spread the truth.

Most people simply follow the orders of the governments of the world, as if they have earned our complete trust. These scientists

have not. This manuscript is a step forward in terms of responsibility and free eow of information on this crucial topic. Take the

time to read it and share it widely. assets-global.website-bles.com/606d3dece4ec3c3866cc798a/60a5fefe3fe8d..
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I have to second Stanley's comment. I had the exact same thing happen. Full-on eu out of nowhere, nebulizer still in the mail so

peroxide not an option. I immediately started mainlining quercitin, zinc, and vitamin c, and within 8 hours my fever was gone and it

felt like just another day. Never reached my lungs. Absolutely gone. Cured just like that. Natural health for the win!
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Give 'em hell Granny!
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Bravo ! Stand strong,.....because you are right !
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Visual Display of How mRNA Vaccine Affects Cells
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

Dr. Charles Hoffe, a family physician from Lytton, British Columbia, told health oFcials that his patients were suffering adverse effects from

the mRNA COVID-19 vaccines

*

Hoffe was quickly accused of causing “vaccine hesitancy” and local health authorities threatened to report him to the licensing body*

The spike protein in the vaccine can lead to the development of multiple, tiny blood clots because it becomes part of the cell wall of your

vascular endothelium; these cells are supposed to be smooth so that your blood eows smoothly, but the spike protein means there are

“spiky bits sticking out”

*

Hoffe has been conducting the D-dimer test on his patients to detect the potential presence of blood clots within four to seven days of

receiving a COVID-19 vaccine; 62% have evidence of clotting

*

The long-term outlook is very grim, Hoffe said, because with each successive shot, it will add more damage as you’re getting more

damaged capillaries

*
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You go; Granny! The level of evil and insanity here, is simply astonishing! I bet you never imagined that there would be a remake of

"The Twilight Zone" and we'd be living in it!

Dr. Stan; I can't resist...The masses think it's covid - but I know it's_ snot! Just try to stay clear of those "Protected" people!

Strange; with all my inbrmities, I haven't been sick even one day, from this "deadly" virus - in a year and a half! People who may be

"on the fence", really need to let that sink in!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2021 8:00:02 AM
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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Guillermou, the 57 top scientists paper - I hadn’t seen that before, thank you!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2021 8:02:45 AM
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Glad you're on the mend Stan.  Its amazing what we and our God given immune system can do if we just follow common sense

(not so common these days) and keep the main stream allopathic toxins out of our systems. I noticed you hadn't commented in a

couple of days and was hoping the jab squads hadn't gotten a hold of you!! Not that you would ever consent. Take care, and here's

to your health!
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

High bve!  Why logic and common sense is being replaced with vitriol is against me.  I know our country is divided, but why we

stand for our freedoms being removed is beyond me.  Regardless, if I were vaxxed, I wouldn’t care if you were.  But they bgured out

how to twist that also.   Every life needs to discern and take care of their business.
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MyTVC15
Joined On 5/15/2021 12:49:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Granny, thank you so much for doing something, saying something, and continuing to say and do!!! You are a hero, and I am proud

to know that you are a part of this movement :) Hold the line, and keep the faith!! *hugs*
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Bil23438
Joined On 9/8/2018 7:34:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Granny, I am with you all the way. Back in March 2020 a customer of mine that had a connection to the CIA was told by that

connection that the virus was a man made bio weapon and they knew it. If that is true, then this virus was unleashed on the world

on purpose by China wanting to take some kind of control over the world or the sicko elites in bed with China to kill as many as

possible to lower the population and rid the world of undesirable's to make the world a better place for the elites. This is a spiritual

battle and these elites and much of our government is in bed with Satan and doing his will. As the saying goes, "there are no

atheists in foxholes". Well, we are all in a big fox hole right now and it is time we all accepted Jesus Christ as our lord and savior,

repent for our sins and pray to him to do this battle with us. I think it is very possible we are living right now in the times of the

book of Revelations. The Last Days.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@"Good_Hands", "... Full-on eu out of nowhere, nebulizer still in the mail so peroxide not an option. ..."   Even though I have a new,

unopened nebulizer on hand, when I recently felt an odd throat and breathing sensation, what I did in a pinch, was to moisten a

tissue with a store bought H2O2 spray bottle atomizer, to where any dry tissue particulates would be contained by the H202

moisture, and held that moistened tissue over my mouth for deep breathing. Perhaps an unused, quality Covid mask would be a

better choice and could accomplish the same thing??? And that throat symptom went away. But admittedly, that symptomatic

breathing event is/was anyone's guess.
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Briggsorelse
Joined On 5/20/2020 8:49:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good job Granny!!  I might loose my job in a few weeks for refusing the mask and jab, so if you and your friends want to pray for

me I wouldn't object!  I'm 64 and had Covid long haul and I am bne!  Nebulizer saltwater and diluted food grade HP helped.  My

sister in law kept implying that Dr. Mercola was a quack, so I ask for proof and she went strangely silent.
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Maranatha Today
Joined On 1/19/2021 12:21:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well said Granny! You are absolutely right!  Feeling and doing the same...I have 7 grandkids and am appalled that some of my kids

are putting masks on them! Some of the family members have taken this poison, some haven't.  Prayer is keeping me sane! We

keep doing what God has laid on our hearts, trusting He's got this...The books of Nahum and Habakkuk helped me a lot to

understand why He's still allowing this wickedness to go on...Dr Randall Smith (One Hour, One Book on You Tube) did excellent

studies on these books - in fact all books of the Bible.  From one Granny to another...Jesus won at the Cross...We will be victorious!

 I'll look for you in Heaven Granny.  Blessings and Maranatha.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Granny, from one great granny to another, I am past the worry of having an arrest record.  They will have to jail me before I take

their drug.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2021 10:36:39 AM
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"...this virus was unleashed on the world on purpose by China wanting to take some kind of control over the world or the sicko

elites in bed with China to kill as many as possible to lower the population and rid the world of undesirable's to make the world a

better place for the elites." It may have been unleashed in China, but I believe we can thank Fauci and his gain of function funding.

 It was only moved to China because the US felt they were crossing lines.
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grandmax4ever
Joined On 6/1/2017 12:34:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

After following the FLCCC’s I-MASS recommendations, my niece was admitted because her O2 levels dropped below 90. The ER

nurse at Davies Campus of CPMC in SF asked her if she was vaccinated and when she said “no”, the nurse said “stupid!” and

inserted the IV with a hard jab and jammed the nose swab test further into her nose. They also refused to treat her with the MASK+

protocol and said we could take her elsewhere that is willing to treat her with alternate treatments. Of course we know of none.

With all this hate campaign towards the unvaccinated, it looks like your care is going to be dependent on your vaccination

response! I hate to believe in conspiracy theories but our fear is they may make her a victim of the unvaccinated to promote the

current booster vaccine agenda. Heaven help us all!!
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM
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Oh, and not only was Fauci crossing lines in the US, the US bgured it would be much harder to bnd out about it if it were moved to

China.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM
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"With all this hate campaign towards the unvaccinated, it looks like your care is going to be dependent on your vaccination

response!"

Aren't hospitals supposed to treat people without consideration of illness or bnancial ability to pay?  Where are the DC Ivy League

trained attorneys bghting in court for our rights?   It's only been crickets from the legal arms.  What is going on here?
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antieM
Joined On 3/21/2012 5:12:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well said! I'm Granny too - and I'm with you!
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hernando_arceyahoo.com
Joined On 8/20/2021 11:51:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

im with you  granny. insane. tomwr in austin texas we have a hugeeeee rally for medical freedom.
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Gracie211
Joined On 8/1/2021 12:59:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Keep bghting the good bght, Granny. Righteous anger is . . .well . . righteous, and noble and good and will benebt many..
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swa6331
Joined On 9/6/2015 12:52:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amen!!  We need as many as we can to open their damn eyes!!  Thank you to everyone who stands for Americans and everyone

else against these corrupt, powerful few, regardless of the ridiculousness of their tactics and bs justibcations.  The truth will

eventually prevail, sadly, and the worst part are the kids who will suffer without proper knowledge or choice.  I wish we could

educate everyone!  I was on a work call when someone asked how soon they will be able to get their 2 year old vaccinated.  I

literally sighed, scared for society.  Perhaps we could offer $5k to all Americans to get sterilized.  Terrible to say but really some of

these children are screwed merely from conception.

Fear is the biggest marketing tool in the US, fear sells.  I will be claiming religious exception for my vaccine status here soon when

they require us to report our status.  For anyone else who may need that, look up religious discrimination to see that religious

exception includes any strong personal beliefs.  Not even a stretch! Dr Mercola and everyone else bghting for the good of society,

thank you!
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

thank you Good Hands/ / and beentheredonethat, for your kind concern

Randy . I had these points of contact through the music club I frequent ... on Friday night a drunken young punk through his arms

around me and breathed his liquor fumes into my mouth {I don't drink nor smoke tobacco} .......... I was horribed and called the

management to have him moved . .. then a bit later a young lady in her twenties grabbed me and tried to pick me up ...... I am old

enough to be her grandfather ... where are the "young bucks" that these girls should be pairing off with ??
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Granny, keep posting truths and waking the woke up as much as possible.

Stan, welcome back to the land of the healthy.  Good to hear of your self treatment and recovery.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

still going strong Otis, old friend .. who knows with science so advanced that transhumanism is just around the corner . who knows

?? . soon these geniuses will have a vaccine against death ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, why not they already have many vaccines against Life
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beachyguy
Joined On 8/17/2019 1:23:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have even witnessed vitriol from a retired physician on our local neighborhood social media platform (Nextdoor). A mother wrote

in to get advice on avoiding the vaccine mandate at her son's university.  This doctor replied with, "Maybe two doctors can get

together and write an exemption for him, afterall it takes two doctors to sign off on assisted suicide."  Can you imagine a doctor

with such a lack of common sense that he equates refusing the vaccine with committing suicide?
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

beachguy:  I have come to the conclusion that doctors are only trained in how to either cut or write prescriptions.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2021 2:47:51 PM
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"damn the people who have done this"

You are right to be angry at the people behind this Granny.  But really, it's people in general, not a few bad eggs at the top.  We paid

nearly $200 for concert tickets tomorrow, now they just said masks required, we won't go and doesn't look like a refund is possible.

 That's not Gates, Soros, Zuckerburg, Biden, Rothschilds, or Fauci.  That's local people making draconian rules to screw their fellow

townsfolk.  Never forget what Pogo said.
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Google, FB are two giants who help, support and disseminate lies about so called "pandemic". If these two wouldn't have existed,

the catastrophic vaccinations against a non-existent virus, and the "pandemic" itself wouldn't have existed either. This crime

against humanity wouldn't have happened. So we can blame the "rise of the machine". The catastrophy is not only in US. It is all

around the world. Don't forget, that the High Technology was born in US. The evil was born in US. The evil is not just Google and

FB. The "wonderful" mRNA technology mentioned here is made in US. DNA manipulation is made in US. American Biological

warfare labs are spread around the world. And US have guts and nerves to blame China ??? American society made all this

possible. AIDS virus was made in these same bio-labs, taken to Africa to get tested and along the way eliminated hundreds of

thousands people. I wish we could turn time back to the innocent good times  of 100 yrs ago.
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esecallum
Joined On 6/10/2020 3:54:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

1)”Are you going to get booster vaccine?”  2)”I think I am going to wait a little bit longer”  1)”Why are you being so selbsh”  2)”How am I

being selbsh?”  1)”Because if you get covid 19, you could give it to me!”  2)”But you are booster vaccinated!”  1)”Yeah but I can still get it.”

 2)”So if I get Booster Vaxed, I could still get it.”  I)”Yea but you should still get it because then you won’t pass it to me.”  2)”So I should get

booster vaxed, but I can still get it, and pass it on to you”  1)”Well yea, but you still should get it.  2)”But you can catch it off of me,

whether I get Booster Vaxed or not!”  1)”Yeah, but you should still get it.”  2)”But Why????”  1)”Because it is the right thing to do.  2)”Who

says?”  1)”The people who make it.”  2)”????.”  Tigerex Enjoy.
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Wenonah02
Joined On 7/25/2020 8:00:23 AM
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BRILLIANT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Thanks for sharing! Can't stop laughing  NB Laughter is the best medicine LOL
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cla2754
Joined On 9/8/2014 8:04:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you esecallum! That is so true, very sad but so funny at the same time because its soooooo typical of the sheeple! I'm going

to share that too.....keep smiling and making others smile...thank you a million.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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And don’t you wonder if they’ll test anyone’s blood brst… At brst I was saying for antibodies, but now for clots!!!!!  Jeesh
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Perfect! The TRUTH can be very amusing and entertaining.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM
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Why are there no exceptions to the vax, including medical?
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coolvyakti
Joined On 7/22/2010 8:43:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Also, to stop mosquitoes coming into your house, try replacing your window meshes with a chain link fence. At least it will keep the

dumb ones from eying in - i.e. those who hit the links instead. Hope that works out - because masks also work - right?
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ICONOCLAST
Joined On 9/26/2009 5:27:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

esescallum. Great story..circular argument for the brain dead. The clot

shot.duckduckgo.com/?q=debnition+of+clot&t=hx&va=g&ia=debniti..  coolvyakti. Great analogy.I hope the stupid people can

understand it. Did they get their D-dimer test.duckduckgo.com  What was it that made them dimmer? The kill switch?
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Darzoum
Joined On 12/15/2010 1:27:52 PM
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This is a graphic and chilling story.  The mechanisms and possibilities are made easier for the layperson to visualize with the addition of

the video from Dr. Hoffe.  It also seems to account for the vast differences in reactions to the shot.  If most of the clotting is occurring in

the bne capillaries, then one could imagine that the full deleterious impact from the shot could be delayed as the bne clotting

accumulates over time.  Those delayed reactions could be extremely varied in time and effect from patient to patient, providing the

plausible deniability coveted by all criminals... pharma, governments and media being no exceptions.  

But this plausible deniability only works with the media blackout of stories like this.  If the warning from Dr. Hoffe, and countless others

like it, formed a prominent part of everyone’s daily news feed, then, with mounting tragedies, people would be prepared and open to

consider possibilities beyond the mind-numbing drone of oFcial narratives.  They would have a way to account for those events in a way

that would implicate the “vaccine” program.  But with the ongoing censorship, adverse reactions and deaths can be blamed solely on

variants and/or the unvaccinated, as we’ve already seen.  There is motive and method to the madness of the global censorship and

propaganda.
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Yes, David, minds have been hypnotized by real criminals. All the lies of Fauci, the WHO, the CDC, pharmaceutical companies, etc.,

who have skillfully handled the media and related scientists, have a terrible fate well represented by the clotting factors as

described by Hoffe, “because with each shot successively, it will add more damage as the capillaries are more damaged ”. Then

these short-term vascular effects of blood clotting that are described, will advance by damaging the blood supply of organs and

tissues. All this can be enhanced with toxic environmental pollutants, those that enter the food, as well as manipulations to

biology, vaccines, 5G, pesticides such as glyphosate and persistent organic pollutants. and prions, cardiovascular and neurological

diseases and cancer will be the true pandemic of the future. Dr Chris Shaw, an expert in neurology and elemental toxicity, warned

that widespread, accelerated neurological damage is now a very real possibility, as spike protein and mRNA particles cross the

brain barrier. thehighwire.com/videos/neuroscientists-concerns-about-covid-vaccines/  

With nearly 2.5 billion worldwide already injected with spike protein bioweapons, and with nearly 200 million Americans in a global

medical experiment putting humanity's survival at risk, hospitals may be overwhelmed by multiple diseases including long-term

slow-acting neurological damage with a prion-induced protein folding disorder that irreversibly destroys brain tissue.

www.brighteon.com/c5c1cbfc-0b83-4231-8c46-9f586b407be5
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The future could be even worse with the pathetic spectacle of vaccinating children. New South Wales Health and Medical

Research Minister Brad Hazzard announced this week that 24,000 children would be the target of a mass vaccination campaign

under police surveillance, with no parents being allowed into the Qudos Bank Arena, where mass vaccinations would be carried

out. www.brighteon.com/44c1d780-8c1e-43f6-b602-347440e9de8a   A new study says COVID vaccines in pregnant women lead

to healthier births and babies. Polly said, “That’s a very dangerous article because we’re seeing the opposite.” Mary said, “To do a

test on 2,000 people and then tell everyone to get it is so reckless.”

consumer.healthday.com/8-12-covid-vaccination-in-pregnancy-mean-health..  (August 12, 2021)

Pbzer's Covid vaccine may pose more of a risk to boys, a study claimed today amid growing calls for No10 to rethink plans to dish

out jabs to children. New research has suggested boys are 14 times more likely to be struck down with a rare heart complication

called myocarditis.   The data, from the US, will likely fuel an already berce debate over Britain's decision to press ahead with

inoculating all 16 and 17-year-olds. Last week, the Government's advisory panel ruled older teenagers should be given their brst

dose. Ministers plan to invite them before they head back to schools and colleges in September.

www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9880909/Study-Teenage-boys-14-TIMES-l..  (10 August 2021)
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Perhaps the denial would cease when the pain blls the beld of attention ... and then it would only remain to easily counteract the

media blackout with concepts chosen for that need. This page - for example, among many others - offers brieey and daily access

to sources some of which are cited here. You just have to translate because they are generally in French.
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www.verdadypaciencia.com   In my opinion and experience, mailings to personalized contact lists and with broadcast requests are

very suitable. And pray that they are read and put into practice.
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Now add in the most likely existing damage from Leaky Gut Syndrome, the devastation from the mountains of sugar hidden in

processed foods, the destruction of the Gut by the loss of a proper varieties of probiotics in the gut, the many environmental

toxins, the plugging up of our circulatory systems by trans fat & vegetable oils, the loss of our natural environments, and we have

The Great Reset. R.I.P.
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Good morning, David. It's good that you found the time to post on this great article - busy as you are! "Those delayed reactions

could be extremely varied in time and effect from patient to patient, providing the plausible deniability coveted by all criminals...

pharma, governments and media being no exceptions." That's the ticket! The usual suspects are well aware of this FACT and they

know that people can have very short memories! This is similar to the time it takes for cancers to become evident in the body. Is

anyone going to connect the cancer to an event/incident/food/drugs; whatever, years after the fact?
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It is absolutely terrifying!  And so many people are unaware of the pharmacokinetics of the spike through their body.  What a

tragedy, all those young teens and young students, totally clueless, like they are sitting in a room oblivious to a carbon monoxide

leak.  It is beyond heartbreaking, I am just overwhelmed with grief for the young.  One positive sign that I read on Greenmed info

was that Facebook is pushing back against the false accusations by CCDH that Mercola and the others they listed, are in fact not

responsible for dissemination of covid disinformation.  That really is huge, regardless of how I feel about the company, it is a sign

that reason has entered the story that big tech has up until now been censoring.
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Gui. "The New South Wales Health and Medical Research Minister Brad Hazzard" The Brat Hazard to health.
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soundcloud.com/.../covid-slaves  - Covid Slaves: Two thousand twenty was a wasted year /Globalist tyrants caused panic and fear /They

used controlled media to spread the covid lie /Unless you follow orders you're all going to die /That's the cover story for their real

intentions /World depopulation and an end to free nations /They create a crisis to command your attention /Their latest psychological

operation /Tyrants know as long as they can keep you afraid /They control your mind and can keep you enslaved /Under color of law they

gave unlawful orders /Wear a mask, keep your distance - forms of mental torture /Deny the breath of life with a false excuse /Making

children wear masks is child abuse /A fake test caused false positives reported /Cases and death tolls ineated and distorted

/Lockdowns, shutdowns government handouts /Destroying livelihoods - middle class bombed out /Tyrants know as long as they can

keep you afraid /They control your mind and can keep you enslaved /The mask is a muzzle - covid is a eu /The weak and old die from it -

ain't nothing new /There's something's going on - not what you've been told /They blame it on a virus - but it's all mind control /Rulers

manipulate minds of populations /Big Tech empowers fake news manipulations /They want to end your freedom - depending on the state

/You better learn some history - before it's too late /Tyrants know as long as they can keep you afraid /They control your mind and can

keep you enslaved /They keep you afraid to keep you a slave .. issuesoutline.org/#environmentandhealth
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Yes, that is true. Have you seen the video and the newsletter from Dr. Mercola yesterday? It explains what is really happening to

societies.
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WOW! Lots of great posts today!
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That description of what "they" do, and that you have just exposed, reeects what is now listed as "reality." A reality that would be

absolutely conditioning us ... !! It is worth saying that reality would be created by "them" ... THE MONOPOLY OF THE INITIATIVE

HAS BEEN KIDNAPPED. Is it possible that we have accepted that? Have we forgotten what and who we are? Have we ever known?

It is unacceptable for it to be said - for instance - that in a certain place children will be caught in raids to vaccinate them without

the presence or permission of their parents, and it is assumed that these parents will not do anything to prevent it. MAYBE THEY

WILL NOT EXPOSE THEIR LIVES OR THEIR FREEDOMS FOR THOSE OF THEIR CHILDREN ... And other stories like that. So, I have

reminded this enormous thinker that he could help to consider if it was still possible to retrace the path towards the reconquest of

true freedom. Again, I invite you to use the translator. www.youtube.com/watch
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I don't think it was a waste, I think we can use it to get very clear not to ever take freedom for granted, and never blindly follow

authority bgures.  It has also shocked me awake into seeing how shallow huge swaths of humanity really are.  Wish that was not

true, but the total acceptance of catchy but dangerous slogans by so many, as well as their willingness to try and impose their will

on their neighbors, leaves me no other way to view it right now.
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So a warning to the unvaccinated: The spike protein is supposedly part of what is being shed by those who received this inoculation. So it

is out there for anyone to be contaminated with. It is going to be in the air, but it can also be on surfaces. It's not at all a virus. Therefore it

doesn't get killed by sunlight everyday. It's more like an industrial toxin, like fumes from rebneries and other chemical factories.  If rainfall

will bring it out of the atmosphere, then good for the rain. But it's still on the ground and in the soil. The more we have inoculated people

in our midst, the more we will have of shed material, and it doesn't go away unless bacteria destroy it or it bio disintegrates like some

chemicals do.

But we know we have trouble with glyphosate, which doesn't break down easily, and the spike protein may be similar. That is, it may be an

accumulating toxin in our environment. Since we know the factories that it comes from, ( the inoculated spreaders), it's probably best to

keep a safe distance from these people and wash your hands after contact. Until we know what takes the spike protein or other shedded

material out of circulation, it's best to be safe.
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my husband of almost 40 years just told e a few days ago that he got the vaccine around Easter time (pbzer.. both jabs)  since the

early part of July I have had what I can only describe as mini strokes where the left side of my body, lips, tongue, hand and foot

have become numb for short periods of time.. this sounds like the type of microscopic clots that Dr Hoffe describes... I fear my

husbands shedding has already done it's damage to me... my husband knew how I feel about these vaccines and he didn't tell me

he took it until I asked him point blank... I feel so betrayed... how does one get over this... I can't keep my distance from him..  I love

him dearly, but I told him he might as well  tell me he had the bubonic plague
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Oh my such a devastating experience. My heart goes out to you! I wonder how common this experience is, and how long it will take

to become common knowledge. I do know one other story of a friend in Australia who went to a funeral and at a graveside service

stood among many vaccinated friends. He was not innoculated but a day or two later, he became very ill and had a viral type of

response, which took him many days to overcome. For myself, I have not received the inoculation, but I do have places on my arms

where bruises are showing up. I'm wondering what's happening inside my body, because most of my exposure to other people is

with those who have been inoculated.
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PhD scientists Mikovits and Seneff have explored the notion of the body mistaking glyphosate for the amino acid glycine, one of

the 4  foundational building blocks of DNA/RNA. If that is happening, we have seen this before. The transfat controversy in food

years ago started with proof that hydrogenated fats caused an uptick in atheroschlerosis. --CMT367, med-science writer
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Thanks, stoneharbor, a warning that can be useful. As Dr. Mercola has reported, those vaccinated who are infected with COVID

have the same viral load as those who are not vaccinated and transmit the disease. They are also more susceptible to pathologies,

some viral that are contagious and will represent more costs for treatment and increasing hospitalization in the future.

According to Pbzer’s own study design documents, scientists were concerned about “occupational exposure” to the recently

vaccinated test subjects. Under section “8.3.5.3. Occupational Exposure” Pbzer warns that caretakers and close contacts of the

recently vaccinated could be exposed to the spike proteins that are translated and synthesized in the cells of the vaccinated.

During the clinical trials, Pbzer instructed researchers to monitor for severe adverse events in the vaccinated and in the

unvaccinated people who were exposed to the vaccinated. What does “occupational exposure” entail? The mRNA vaccines do not

shed live viruses, so what exactly is being transmitted from the vaccinated to the unvaccinated?

The environmental exposure data includes any “male family member or healthcare provider who has been exposed to the study

intervention by inhalation or skin contact” and then “exposes his female partner prior to or around the time of conception.” It

appears that scientists are worried about the potential for spike proteins to transmit through semen or though the aerosols or the

skin of the vaccinated person. media.tghn.org/medialibrary/2020/11/C4591001_Clinical_Protocol_Nov2020..
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Modern science says that “vaccines” (from biotechnology) can be technologically manufactured to 'spread' in populations. And the

feasibility of it was discussed for humans in 2018 at the John Hopkins Center, of which Bill Gates is an interested party.

Documents from Pbzer, Johns Hopkins, and other organizations raise the possibility that COVID-19 vaccines "spread" to

unvaccinated people who come into contact with a recently vaccinated person. John Hopkins Document 2018: Under the section,

“Self-Spreading Vaccines,” the Johns Hopkins document states, “Selfspreading vaccines are genetically engineered to move

through populations like communicable diseases, but rather than causing disease, they confer protection. The vision is that a

small number of individuals in a target population could be vaccinated, and the vaccine strain would then circulate in the

population much like a pathogenic virus, resulting in rapid, widespread immunity.”

www.infowars.com/posts/were-covid-19-vaccines-made-to-self-spread-to-n..
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Alameernaw, You may want to watch the link I posted from La Qunta Columna, somewhere below. Yes, they know about the

magentism, however, these shots cause a disregulation in glutathione, these shots rob the body of GSH! This is a critical

antioxident to keep the body in balance. Taking NAC would be among the brst choices.
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A painful situation, AlaMeemaw, but you and your husband must hope for your recovery. Love and good food can work miracles.

Dr. Mercola advises that to positively modulate the immune system we need above all an organic anti-ineammatory diet, rich in

phytochemicals, vitamins, minerals, proteins. Vitamin D, C and Zinc, selenium, iodine, bsh oil and antioxidants are essential for

control and prevent the viral process. Vitamin C strengthens your immune system and kills pathogens, including viruses, when

taken in high doses.

Foods and supplements that are considered useful in preventing coronavirus infection include Diet Nrf2, NAC, NAD elderberry,

curcumin, pterostilbene, spirulina, beta-glucan, glucosamine, selenium, magnesium, K2, zinc, B1, B6, lipoic acid , sulforaphane,

melatonin, nitric oxide (preventative exercise, nitrates from vegetables, arginine), aloe vera, curcumin, propolis, echinacea,

astaxanthin, quercetin, sulfuraphane, calendula, ginseng, resveratrol, vitamin C and D, probiotics from Bibdobacterium strains

bibdum and spobiotics. Two zinc ionophores (aid in assimilation): quercetin and epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG found in green

tea. Melatonin works synergistically with vitamin D to optimize mitochondrial function. It also improves vitamin D signaling.

Caloric restriction and fasting are essential.

Of the main plants that have antiplatelet activity preventing clots, some include saffron, garlic, green tea, St. John's wort, ginger,

ginkgo biloba, ginseng, and guavirova. Also the onion, garlic, tomato and beet. bsh oil, coenzyme Q10, glucosamine. and

chondroitin sulfate, green tea have antiplatelet properties.
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I suddenly came down with neuropathy in my toes and bngers after I was speaking with someone at length who had just been

jabbed. I'm taking all the holistic protocols and getting acupuncture, and it's greatly reduced. Stay away from jabbed people.
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How do you keep a safe distance from the "vaccinated if everyone you know, including ALL of your family are vaccinated?

Also, why doesn't a strong immune system and and all the good supplements protect against spike proteins and shedding from

others?
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Connecting more dots:  Why do some people suffer severely from covid or die from it?   One connected was a spike in dyer results if a

person received the yearly eu shot.    How about this one:  OVERUSE OF ANTIBIOTICS? bestlifeonline.com/news-covid-gut-health   GUT

HEALTH! Speaking of slow cooking and fermented foods!  So maybe this virus isn’t the mystery they want it to be.  Maybe it’s just no one

(talking to you Fauci) wants to take the time and look at the person’s overall health.  Plenty of antibiotics and eu shots do not make a

person healthier.  Just saying.
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I just got a GI-map test to test my gut health. We all pop digestive enzymes and probiotics but don't really know what our gut

needs. So, I thought I'd get it tested.  Nothing worse than taking too much of what you already have, increasing the imbalance.

 Waiting for results.
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And then you have the woman who works out, eats right, but has suffered with migraines.  We’re over a week with the worse

migraine of her life, PCR positive - she can’t keep food down, fever.  She’s taking curcumin — and probably other heavy hitting pain

relievers… they can’t get her out of it.  The doctor says she has to go through it.  But I think she’s on day 9 of it - wth?    No antibiotic

usage, no eu shots.   PCR positive, nothing in lungs.    After researching, and no help from their doctor - I wonder what’s the chance

of meningitis?  We’re so focused on covid, we’re not looking at everything.    Ugh, this poor thing!  Searching for answers.
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Annoyed, I used to get strep all the time!  They killed my gut!  I couldn’t get my tonsils out because I was never healthy long

enough.   Thank God, I need my tonsils! LOL!   And hopefully I’ve improved my gut health with good choices, but dang, after reading

Dr. M’s article on slow food - I think my household is in for  another signibcant change!
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Good advice, LOVESTOSING6. Every week we receive 10Kg of organic vegetables and fruits. Now we have collards, green and red

peppers, garlic, carrots, scallions that I use to make Sauerkraut. I add juniper seeds, a little ginger, sea salt and unpasteurized

apple cider vinegar. Throughout the year I make coconut yogurts in a yogurt maker that can control the temperature and time. I use

an organic coconut and oeva yogurt and organic sheep, I add coconut eour, agar agar and probiotics with 12 strains. Also now I

add that it is the time of organic blueberries from Asturias (north of Spain) that they send me refrigerated.

Raw milk of Beta-casein A2 instead of A1 from animals created with grass from cows, sheep, goats, such as Guernsey Dexter,

Jerseys and others, its protein is more digestible and there is always the resource of making yogurt with more bioavailable

nutrients and probiotics. Here are some links to help those who bnd raw milk sources in different states:

www.realrawmilkfacts.com/raw-milk-regulations  and www.farmtoconsumer.org/raw-milk-nation-interactive-map

The nuclear factor Nrf2 is the most potent antioxidant in humans and can block in particular the type 1 angiotensin II axis (AT

1Axis R) associated with oxidative stress. Cabbage contains precursors of sulforaphane, the most active natural activator of Nrf2.

Fermented vegetables contain many lactobacilli, which are also powerful Nrf2 activators. Fermented cabbage is proposed to be a

proof of concept for dietary manipulations that can enhance the antioxidant effects associated with Nrf2, helping to mitigate the

severity of COVID-19. onlinelibrary.wiley.com/.../all.14549  (2021)
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The peptides contained in yogurt are responsible for the inhibitory effects of angiotensin converting enzyme, bradykinin

enhancers, antivirals, anti-ineammatories, antithrombotics and antioxidants. Since the pathogenesis of COVID-19 involves

angiotensin II accumulation and bradykinin debciency, the bioactive peptides in yogurt appear potentially benebcial.

www.sciencedirect.com/.../S1319562X21005064  (2021) POTENTIAL HEALTH BENEFITS OF FERMENTED FOODS IN COVID-19

PATIENTS d197for5662m48.cloudfront.net/documents/publicationstatus/41442/prepri..   (2021)

On the basis of the available evidence, the possible benebts of probiotic administration in the framework of Covid-19 infection

(Figure 1), may be due, principally, to their effects on innate and adaptive immunity. Probiotic actions such as ineuence on

cytokines production by intestinal epithelial cells, IgA secretion stimulation to improve mucosal immunity, activation of

phagocytosis and macrophage production, modulation of levels and function of regulatory cells, and induction of dendritic cells

maturation, likely affect systemic ineammation. Furthermore, increasing evidence supports a link between the gut and lungs, thus,

further studies should be addressed to investigate a potential role of probiotic in attenuating Covid-19 either through

immunomodulatory actions on systemic ineammation or by direct interaction with the lungs. However, not all probiotics are likely

to be the same, thus a more targeted approach through the characterisation of specibc properties of probiotic bacteria at strain

level during the development of potential application in COVID-19 and its comorbidities.

www.tandfonline.com/.../09637486.2020.1807475  (2021)
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Guillermou - I’m snap shotting what you’ve posted, great information (as usual!). Thank you!
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"Why do some people suffer severely from covid or die from it?" One answer: INSULIN RESISTANCE
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When doctors treat patients for high blood pressure, obesity, overweight, high cholesterol, thick blood, blocked arteries, high blood

sugar, poor circulation, thyroid disorders, low vitamin-D, etc…. they treat the symptoms. Then they tell you to CUT OUT THE FAT and

increase bber intake! Then they put you on blood pressure, blood thinning, and cholesterol lowering drugs! Guess what? ALL of

those measures make Insulin Resistance WORSE! As insulin sensitivity declines your pancreas cranks out more and more insulin

to stimulate the cells to consume MORE SUGAR! This sets the stage for all the ineammatory diseases I just named off! They go

from being acute and low level to CHRONIC and DEBILITATING!  It’s the standard Death-by-Medical-System-Protocol (DMSP). It is

so obvious to the well trained/educated person that they are purposely killing people with this DMSP it is mind blowing! Now that

they have over half the US population on the DMSP program there is just one last thing to do to kill you and that’s to make you get

inoculated with these mRNA vaccines. If you somehow missed the free virus they gave everyone, don’t miss out on the FREE

VACCINES! Just walk away from the medical system………
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Jaminjim - omg thank you for the second part to that thought.   It does make sense.  I was going to leave the example of the 80

year old male who has diabetes who did not know that he even had Covid until he was having surgery for cancer and they told him

he had the antibodies. But I do not believe that is the same thing as what you were talking about. Thank you.
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lovestosing, it doesn't stop there. We have drugs like Ritalin available that actually work as insulin receptor stimulaters. At very low

doses, Ritalin increases the sensitivity of your insulin receptors. Consequently, you get more energized from your meals and you

don't experience the sugar/carb crash that a lot of people get after eating desert, pasta, bread, or pizza. The theory (medical myth)

for that has always been "Ritalin is a stimulant", "therefore it is increasing your metabolism". B.S! That is the biggest crock of $h!T

that could ever come out of a doctor's mouth! Any artibcial stimulant that would cause your metabolism to rise would cause your

body temperature to rise as well. Your body temperature drops when you take Ritalin, so that blows that 50+ year old medical myth

out of the water!

There's another class of drugs called Sulfonylurea that's prescribed for type-2 diabetes that actually increases the number of

insulin receptors you have. There's several out there and they go by the names Amaryl, Glucotrol, GlipiZIDE XL, Glyburide, and so

on, just to name a few. For years it was believed that these drugs made your pancreas crank out more insulin and therefore your

blood sugar goes down. There's a MAJOR eaw in that medical myth! Increasing insulin causes MORE weight gain, higher blood

pressure, and higher cholesterol levels. However, most patients taking these drugs experience WEIGHT LOSS and improvements in

all other biometrics! That doesn't happen when you increase insulin output. It only happens when you increase the number of

insulin receptors and their sensitivity. So, another 40+ year old medical myth SQUASHED by Jam!
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So, that begs the question, why are doctors so quick to prescribe statins when Sulfonylureas would be a lot more effective and

actually TREAT the real underlying condition? Why would the FDA classify Ritalin as a class-1 substance that you can’t get a

prescription for unless you go to a SHRINK and get diagnosed with some sort of mental disorder? Even then, you can’t get more

than 30 days worth of pills and there are no reblls! Answer: It’s the same reason they won’t allow doctors to prescribe

Hydroychloriquin or Ivermectin to treat viral infections. They (insurance/big pharma/FDA) force/coerce doctors to prescribe you

something that cost 100 to 1000 times more, like Tamieu or Remdesivir, that doesn’t work and will very often make you more sick

from the drug’s side effects than the virus. Ritalin and most of your Sulfonylureas lost their patents YEARS ago! So they are

available by generic. They are being produced overseas for pennies on the dollar. A MONTH’s worth of Ritilan and Glyburide cost

less money than 1 vile of insulin!!! One treatment of Remdesivir for one person would provide a months worth of Hydroxchloriquine

and Ivermectin to 100 people. In other words, there's no probts to be made. They only make money if you are sick!
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Simply put, this so-called "vaccine" is obviously designed to kill.  Dr. Hoffe is typical of the many good people we have in Canada.  Canada

is now starting to bght back. Defence department website tells employees vaccine mandates not legal - August 18, 2021

tnc.news/2021/08/18/defence-department-website-tells-employees-vaccine..  As Justin Trudeau (Prime Minister of Canada) pushes for
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tnc.news/2021/08/18/defence-department-website-tells-employees-vaccine..  As Justin Trudeau (Prime Minister of Canada) pushes for

mandatory vaccination of federal public servants and those working in federally regulated sectors, a Department of National Defence web

page tells employees that while vaccination is encouraged, management “cannot require a public servant to get a vaccine, nor is

mandatory vaccination supported under Canadian law.”  Assurances that the COVID-19 vaccination is voluntary have been on the web

page since at least March, a review of archived versions shows. However, as the website has been updated over the course of the year,

more information about employees’ rights has been added. tnc.news/election-2021  

Top L/H column, brst on list:  The government prepares to enable hard drug use.  Under Justin Trudeau, Prime Minister’s leadership,

Cannabis was legalized in Canada.  Cannabis is available for purchase online or in shops in your neighbourhood - owners of the shops

had to be approved by the federal government.  Previous recipients of criminal charges for possession, marketing, etc., of Cannabis are

able to apply for the criminal record to be expunged.  www.ctvnews.ca/canada/fewer-than-400-people-pardoned-under-new-system-..  

Canada’s been involved in Afghanistan for a long time.  You can hear the perspective from our military who have been boots on the

ground.  He refers to a generation of girls in Afghanistan who now know that they have options and a future that wasn’t there for them

before the occupation. Assaulted.ca -  Andrew Lawton’s Justin Trudeau’s war on gun owners.
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For those who have not been, for any reason, keeping track of the latest developments, the Afghan girls have again lost the,

"options and a future".
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Interesting information, Retsbew. Regarding the mandatory vaccination in the army. Biden's Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin

announced his intention to require a COVID-19 vaccine for all service members in mid-September. Military men who refuse to

undergo the vaccine will potentially face court martial, prison time and even a less than honorable discharge from service. CDR

J.H. Furman cautions that the results could be possibly catastrophic. "Forced vaccination of all military personnel with current

COVID-19 vaccines may compromise the national security of the United States due to the unknown extent of serious vaccine

complications," Furman writes. "Further study is needed before committing the Total Force to one irreversible experimental group"

www.globalresearch.ca/revolver-exclusive-navy-commander-warns-national..   (15 August 2021)

Under Army Regulation AR40-562 concerns to "immunize women of childbearing age," the military recognizes that pregnancy is a

contraindication to vaccines. The military recognizes that some people have hypersensitivity or allergies to vaccines: Before the

administration of any medication, including vaccines, determine if the person has previously shown any unusual degree of adverse

reaction or allergy to it or to any specibc component of the vaccine or its packaging (for example, eggs, gelatin, preservatives,

latex). manufacturer's inserts and reference materials for specibc product information." There are two main types of exemptions in

the military: medical and administrative. that apply to vaccines against SARS-CoV2, In the link

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/military-mandate-covid-vaccines-ex..  (22/07/21)
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PENTAGON RELEASES RELIGIOUS EXEMPTION GUIDELINES FOR BYPASSING MANDATORY VACCINE. "There is a religious

exemption possibility for any mandatory vaccine, and there's a process that we go through to counsel the individual both from a

medical and from a command perspective about using a religious exemption," Pentagon press secretary John Kirby said Tuesday.

Kirby said military service members who wish to seek an exemption will be required to be counseled by a medical professional and

a commander over the risks posed by not receiving the vaccine.

www.foxnews.com/politics/pentagon-releases-religious-exemption-guideli..  

A recent study revealed that u.s. military personnel who got the mrna vaccine against the wuhan coronavirus (covid-19) had higher

rates of cardiac ineammation. the june 29 study published in jama cardiology said 23 previously healthy males with an average

age of 25 complained of chest pain within four days post-inoculation. it noted that this was higher than what previous estimates

foresaw. news.trust.org/.../20210629173730-oxieu
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Last Wednesday the DOD announced that exemptions will be granted after they are spoken to.  One of the exemptions mentioned

is religious; meaning the aborted fetal cells used in processing or in the mixture itself as in J & J. Speaking of which has anyone

heard anything about J & J mixture recently?  Is it not being administered?
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Interesting! The main reason for my departure from the ARMY (USA) was vaccines. I was having adverse reactions to most of the

vaccines they required. I seeked outside/private counseling and paid out of pocket for it. Under the guidance  of a doctor that was

trying to desensitize my immune system, I was able to reduce most of the adverse immune responses I was having. Rather than

give me the option of signing a waiver and letting me bnish the remainder of my enlistment contract, they medically discharged

me! In the USA, you either get vaccinated or you can NOT SERVE YOUR COUNTRY! You are an outcast! The USA isn't the country of

vaccination, the USA is Vaccine-NATION! Just follow the money...............
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Great Comment Jam ...... thank you
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Dr Hoffe is a man of honour. He was trained in the UK and is working within a tiny community that is primarily First Nations. He cares

deeply for his patients. The oafs that threatened him were also responsible for stopping him from working in the Emergency clinic that

serves Lytton. (Lytton recently sustained major bre damage with many losing their homes so double whammy.)

Shame on the short-sighted fools attempting to drive this vaccine into everyone. I have lost two people I thought were friends as they

now believe I am spreading the virus. It doesn’t matter if I actually have it, or even if it is in the vicinity, I am still “putting their lives in

danger.” A neighbour is literally stalking me to tell me over and over of his “concerns” about me, and other neighbours are shunning me

because he babbles to them. I live alone as I lost my husband to an actual disease - cancer.  This is sheer lunacy and people are

brainwashed. Charles Hoffe, Dr. Stephen Malthouse, The esteemed Dr. Roger Hodgkinson all deserve medals for speaking the truth.
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Luc, I feel ya!  The narrative is so hyper focused on covid, we’re missing obvious illness saying everything is covid.   It’s getting a

little ridik.
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Tell your neighbors that just a spoonful of soil contains more viruses, bacteria, fungi and microorganisms than all the stars in the

sky. What logic dictates fearing just ONE VIRUS when trillions of unknown viruses are around us that we know nothing about?

People keep saying "we should go with the science" while being totally unscientibc themselves; because the brst thing you do in

science is be able to ask "why", "how", "prove it" - and if they are shutting all debate down that itself means they aren't SCIENTIFIC

at all. In fact people have just become PARROTS in human form, repeating what they hear but can't explain themselves.
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Dr. Hoffe & Dr. Hodgkinson are a true credit to Canada and since Covid to the whole of humanity!
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I don't agree with all medical content in the anthropomorphic "Cells At Work" Manga/Anime series and its spin-offs. However, it makes it

entertaining and easy to see how the body works, including the immune system. The spin-off series "Cells At Work Black", was topical,

because it provided a grim visual representation of what can go wrong in the body, including just how nasty rogue blood clots can be and

that they can do a lot more damage than merely block blood eow! e.g. cause tissue tears, bacterial infections, declining sperm

production, Erectile Disfunction, digestive system failure, cancer, organ failure, even progressive suffocation, caused by inadequate blood

eow and/or declining White blood cells.  Obviously, if organ cells make spikes, organ failure is only a matter of time!
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MASKS , we don't need no stinking MASKS ! , needles we don't need no stinking NEEDLES , hey Furor Fauci if two injections don't work

,what makes CDC and WHO think a third one will work, LOL
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You are exactly right. Ironically here in Texas where the mask mandate was bnally lifted, it's primarily the medical profession that's

insisting on them. The ones that KNOW the masks don't work. Yet you can't go in a clinic, see a doctor, get lab work done, visit a

dentist or get an eye exam without one. If you can't breathe with one on, you're out of luck.
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Fauci says: "Oh, you know, you're probably right!"........"We should get SIX INJECTIONS!"................ "Yeah, that's the ticket!"........"Let

me call the FDA director and push this through immediately"
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If you are still on the fence about whether to roll up your sleeves and take the jab, you should listen to what Dr. Zelenko has to say about

the importance of evaluating this experimental injection.

www.naturalhealth365.com/covid-shot-equals-genocide-3941.html
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hiya njlady ..... that video with Zelenko and the rabbis is the best summary of the Covid disaster I have yet seen ... thank you for

posting
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I agree with Stanley!
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OH! Thank you for this link! I've already seen some of Dr. Zelenko's testimonies (I call them testimonies because that's exactly what

he is doing). He is a serious contender for turning this whole plandemic thing around. I put him up there with Dr. Martin and

McCullagh. I'm spending as much time listening to these 3 people as I do Dr. Mercola.
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Thank you for sharing this link. This man sums up all of my RANTS today and he has credibility. I don't. I'm just a lowly Engineer. By

debnition, Engineers solve problems. Doctors treat symptoms/problems. Big Pharma creates the problems they provide the meds

for.....GO FIGURE!
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jamNjim

When you post here your words are read by thousands of people...I'm sure in their minds, you have a whole lot of credibility.

stanleybecker

It is also the scariest interview! It looked like the gentleman in the middle was crying...
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Thanks for posting the link, it should be viewed by all those whom these psychopaths and their minions would like to see killed or

maimed.
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I just sent the pdf of this article to Wisconsin Senator Ron Johnson, the only one of our reps I’ve seen so far willing to listen and help. Oh

heck, I will now send it to all of them.
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Here's a recent set of blood slides from a doctor in Germany, showing blood cells stacking: Stew Peters interviews Dr. Jane Ruby:

www.bitchute.com/.../Wyl86dNzk7xo  - note the shift in electrical charge needed to allow these cells to stack.
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I didn't understand what the point was for showing clumping red blood cells. Clumping red blood cells is something you have all

the time when you don't have the proper electrical charge going through your body. The simple way to remedy this is to get

grounded. Dr. Stephen Sinatra had videos years ago showing that within 10 or 15 minutes of getting only your feet in contact with

the Earth, all clumping of red blood cells disappears. The reason to avoid clumping rbc's is that, regardless of the reason that you

have a c. Occlusion in your capillaries, clumping always makes the situation worse and can be what brings on an infarction. My

health practice is to always get grounded ideally every morning after I get up. I go outside and stand Barefoot, regardless of the

temperature and regardless of how much snow is on the ground. Other people just sleep on grounding mat. Any system works as

long as you get grounded. It's good for your whole body, not just your circulation.
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Then you may want to watch again. There is clumping, yes, but microscope images are also showing blood cell stacking. Doubt

you ever saw that in any of the grounding slides or videos!
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There  needs to be more such examinations, including live blood draws and examinations of people who got the jabs with

observers who are skeptics of and believers in the jabs.  I'm sure there is no shortage of people who got the jabs, are not feeling

well, and would really like to know.  It is too easy for the fake "fact checkers" to "debunk" such isolated reports, regardless of how

true they may be, and far too easy for "health care" agencies to fake such examinations to "disprove" this phenomenon.  However, if

thousands of professionals bnd the same thing over many tests, it becomes many times more diFcult to cover up.  Anybody can

say anything, and study can be faked, and how can we really verify it without being literally present?
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Rrrreal/Stoneharbor....Copious electrons in a well charged euid terrain not only reduce the viscosity of H2O water but allow RBCs

to repel each other/not clump.  Antioxidants, eFcient metabolism, grounding and proper levels of mineral electrolytes like Mg, K,

Na help...load on Vit C...BP drops/blood eows more easily/more O2 reaches cells...all to generate more electrons and provide

more energy to cells.
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Stoneharbor - grounding!  When I read how the electrical current should arc over our heads but with the advent of rubber soled

shoes, etc., we aren’t grounding enough and that arc goes through our heads - creating a whole other set of problems (hopefully

temporary) - it gave me great pause.   Just one of the many things we can do for our health :)
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Thanks forbidden, if you listen closely to Dr. Ruby, she says that cell stacking can sometimes be seen in (blood) cancers, so if

electrical signals are changed, so blood cells that normally repel now aggregate, this goes way beyond the sluggish blood seen in

most grounding videos, yes?

Balhawk, yes we need more. This is at least the third different set of blood slides I have seen, from UK, Germany, Spain; and

images of spike aggregates in organs of the body from the US ...slowly coming out, requires watching closely. No matter whether

blood smears or in organs, there's nothing positive coming out about this except the change in charge.
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No actually, it's stacking. Just like checkers stack. That's what RBC's do with improper charge. 3 minutes total:

heartmdinstitute.com/alternative-medicine/grounding-healthy-heart/  Long chains of stacked RBC's!
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Did you get the wider message of this shot? Its a toxin and Dr. Ruby thinks may be early stage of causing cancers. Dr Bhakdi says

spikes are always going to cause clots. Dr Hoffe has noticed mini-clots, well below detection by most test equipment. All of this,

oh joy?
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Thank you for this information/link. I'm sending it out to all of those i know that question the current narrative.
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How can a doctor be censored for reporting veribable facts? I notice that the CPSO's statement "to stiee a healthy public debate about

how to best address aspects of the pandemic" uses the term 'aspects' suggesting that only some aspects of the pandemic were open for

healthy public debate, but not others. I wonder if the CPSO also classibes veribable medical facts as misinformation. Or do they just deny

that the medical events the doctor reported actually happened?
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This is life under communism. The laws are what the Party says they are. And they can change daily if necessary. It the Party says

it's illegal to state information that the Party doesn't like, then it's illegal. This is life under communism.
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Those who censor deny and will always deny everything. They will not participate in debates because they respond to a

depopulation plan. It seems that doctors as we have known them no longer enter into the plans of these nefarious people, and that

is why they are not considered more than as errand men. We cannot keep going around in circles on this subject, because too

much time is wasted. The DM has pointed the way. And he supposes avoiding inertia. The necessary information is already

available. You just have to look for it, study it, follow it and share it. I believe that reporting concrete actions on how to detox, to

those who have already been vaccinated is useful, but each person  is responsible for their lack of commitment to their own health,

for whatever reason motivates them to act in that way. We cannot force those who DO NOT WANT to accept what is informed, or

directly decide the easy way of the oFcial version.
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Marc52. It’s life under Totalitarianism not political left (Communism) or right (Fascism). If we believe (like it’s pitched to us by the

evil gate keepers of the agenda) that’s this is a left/right issue, it only serves to disseminate us and segregate in two internally

bghting camps when we SHOULD be uniting against the TOP rulers who are neither left nor right. It’s the top 1% against the rest of

us. Don’t buy the red/blue division, it’s a decoy.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@ "NF11", "Marc52. It’s life under Totalitarianism not political left (Communism) or right (Fascism)." Agreed, but actually it can be

both. From my centrist (L)libertarian PoV, if I had my way , I would take that linear, single dimensional "left/right" chart, that the

politicos and MSM often refer to, and bend it around full circle to where the authoritarian LEFT meets the authoritarian right, with

even a slight overlap. Left or right, what's the difference, they all want steal your chickens. https://www.lp.org/platform/  

 www.thoughtco.com/totalitarianism-debnition-and-examples-5083506
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MyTVC15
Joined On 5/15/2021 12:49:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Galeforce, doctors are being censored all over the world for sharing the truth. The "how"s of it I don't know, but what I DO know is

that the overall message I'm getting from my multiple sources is that now is the time to spread the word as far and as wide as

possible. This can be done by anyone in any way. Maybe it's delivering the truth to mailboxes or little libraries in your

neighborhood. Maybe its anonymous mailings to police or hospitals. Maybe its placing important into in strategic places that plant

seeds and make people think, and also give them a place to go where they can learn how to help, too. Exercise discretion, stealth

and know that there are many others engaging in individual activism with you :)
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coolvyakti
Joined On 7/22/2010 8:43:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are shocked as Taliban took over afghanistan - Oh well, why weren't we shocked when they took over here and established

themselves in less than 2 years (perhaps planned for years). These guys are just dressed in western garb, but they are as

autocratic and brutal as the Taliban. If you do a realistic count, these "taliban" have killed more people than the Taliban can even

dream of doing. Oh and you think now you have the "freedom" - no you don't! Just like the Taliban, these guys don't care a crap

about science. Taliban will control the media - and these "talibs" do the same. So whats really different?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The director of the Pathological Institute of the University of Heidelberg, Peter Schirmacher, claims that 30 to 40 percent of the victims he

has autopsied died from the Covid-19 vaccination. In his opinion, the frequency of fatal consequences of vaccinations is way

underestimated. Anyone who disputes the current "GET VACCINATED" narrative stands to lose their career or worse.

rightsfreedoms.wordpress.com/2021/08/08/german-chief-pathologist-sound..
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

printed out and ready to spread the word
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks man!
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StandFastPats
Joined On 1/24/2021 1:32:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jam...

Fantastic proof, thank you!

Dr. S. Is vaccinated himself.  He must feel very vulnerable bnding these results.   It is LAUGHABLE to see how the politicians are

trying to negate his bndings to appease "those operating the puppet strings of all world politicians and pharma!"
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jdarnall64
Joined On 12/24/2009 9:45:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This certainly explains that evil is taking over the minds of our Governments. To attack doctors for their desire to help and protect their

patients should concern all of us out here. Now the question is , do these oFcials and others actually take these shots themselves? If

they do they are even more ignorant  than the rest of us who know nothing. If what this doctor is showing here then truly the human

species is doomed to disappear. As a Christian knowing this, taking these shots would be sin because this would be knowingly harming

our body enough to case death. For those giving the shots, that would be committing murder. Wow, how evil and twisted the human mind

has become.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jdarnall, it's not evil to blame so much; its the public panic created by the media in cahoots with the US gov and Big Pharma,

promoting a "public health crisis". That fact alone creates vax zombies at every level of society.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's a sin regardless of whether it helps or hurts you
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This may be of great interest to anyone who is being coerced into having a vaccine, or who has friends in that unenviable situation.

HOW TO AVOID BEING VACCINATED:

thewhiterose.uk/if-you-are-being-forced-to-vaccinate-in-order-to-keep-..
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Divenire
Joined On 5/8/2017 3:00:48 PM
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Thank you!
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

have printed and will be disseminating
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

AWSOME! I will present this to my employer if they ever try to force the issue. My company owner is very conservative, but he is

handing it off to his children and they are much more progressive.
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Tsylatac
Joined On 10/15/2009 6:02:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A friend of mine died last April of a blood clot about 3 weeks after being vaccinated. Within days of the jab he was experiencing severe

breathing problems even when stationary and painful swollen legs. Sadly he thought that I was a mad "conspiracy theorist"
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

medicalkidnap.com/2021/07/14/canadian-doctor-62-of-patients-vaccinated..
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So sad, I'm so sorry. That's the propaganda world we live in. The nicest people we know/knew paid the price. Do you think their

names will be replacing all the downtown street names like Martin Luther Kings/Jr. NEVER!
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Dena1219
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:24:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Covid shots, by plugging up the capillaries, are smothering the body. What a really horrendous assault on humanity! Even worse, the

truthtellers, even doctors and scientists are being harshly suppressed if they try to warn others.
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gabri33
Joined On 4/9/2021 12:37:11 PM
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We need as a society, start uniting for our sake. Otherwise, it will be our demise.
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Dena... Yes! "smothering the body"..or slow suffocation...As I would put it; acidic hypoxia...the common denominator of the effects

of our beloved industrial complex made up of murderous monopolies...All life on Earth is being destroyed by these pathological

probteers.
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's the plan...they want as many of us dead as they can get.  We are at war, and most just don't get it and are under the illusion

that the governments really are there to help. Now they're coming for the children and the world will never be the same.  We've lost

a generation at least and if these jabs don't kill the kids will it sterilize them? Will there be any more children in a generation or

two?  People are beginning to realize they've been had.  Many more will soon realize the dire situation they are in as ADE deaths

will soon go off the charts.  Even after the masses awaken, there will be years of needless pain, suffering and death. As a society

we can not let those responsible ever get away with the greatest crime ever propagated against humanity. A day of reckoning must

come.
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pjmauigirl
Joined On 4/14/2021 12:00:14 PM
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A study came out in The Lancet this month identifying a "novel condition" called vaccine-induced immune thrombotic thrombocytopenia

aka VITT, the rare cerebral venous blot clots (CVT) pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/34370972  There was a study in JAMA Neurology

 DECEMBER 2019 about a new drug to treat CVT.   At the bottom, the coneict of interest statement cited numerous pharmaceutical

companies, among them Pbzer and Astra Zeneca.   pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/31479105   COINCIDENCE?????
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Add as Friend  Send Message

So proud of our BC Doctor who stood his ground ..’brst do no harm..’..isn’t this their oath as Doctors massacre people around the world.

Coincidentally, his entire, small town has burned to the ground in a forest bre that raged and consumed this precious area.. I believe all

his documents were also destroyed…he went against her Highness, Henry…can anyone say direct energy weapon.. (DEW)..?….could be off

but nothing surprises me any more.
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Joined On 11/18/2013 12:20:24 PM
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And yet Dr. Malone says that he got the shot himself because (he says) he thinks that the benebt to older people outweighs the risks.

What?!
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Malone got the shot b/c he needs to travel to medical conferences
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He got the jab because his line of work REQUIRES it! You either accept the consequences of the jab and keep your job or you bnd

new career (self employment). Most REAL doctors I know made the choice to become self employed over 30 years ago.
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tay27959
Joined On 3/4/2021 11:55:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm wondering why the other 38% of his patients that he tested are not getting blood clots?  Why are they different?
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Might they have gotten placebos, or just have wider capillaries and/or thinner blood, so the clots didn't form?
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tay279...Everyone has a unique biology depending on genetics, diet (including supplements), psychological stresses, exposure to

enviro toxins growing up, etc. Hopefully someday we will bnd out what the robust health characteristics are that determine why

some vax receivers are not affected adversely, apparently... --CMT367, med-science writer
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Yes balhawk - I was thinking blood type as well.   Blood thickness (hydration) … and then there’s, “How many eu shots have they

had?”  And, “How many antibiotics have they been put on and for what duration?”
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@ "Tay", "I'm wondering why the other 38% of his patients that he tested are not getting blood clots?  Why are they different?"

Perhaps they maintain thinner/normal blood viscosity. If one is concerned about future blood clotting, for what ever reason, you

might consider acting preemptively by donating WHOLE blood to maintain normal blood viscosity. Do the research:

www.redcrossblood.org/donate-blood/how-to-donate/eligibility-requireme..  ~ vitalant.org/.../Donor-Eligibility.aspx  (Formerly

UBS/UBD) ~ jeffreydachmd.com/2013/04/donating-blood-prevents-heart-disease/  ~

healinggourmet.com/reduce-blood-viscosity-reduce-heart-attack-risk/  ~

www.ihealthtube.com/video/one-thing-can-cut-heart-attack-risk-75
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"I'm wondering why the other 38% of his patients that he tested are not getting blood clots?  Why are they different?"

I think that in the video they said it can take awhile, maybe 3 years, for vaccine-caused problems to manifest. Some people are

dying within 2 weeks after getting vaccinated, but most appear to be okay - for now. Since a lot of time can pass from the time of

vaccination until problems manifest, it will be more diFcult to blame the vaccines. That's the way it is with vaccinated children

whose vaccine-caused problems show up later in life, often as untraceable "mystery" diseases without any family history. "Special

needs" children are probably in the category of vaccine-related injuries that can't be traced to vaccines.
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Tay.

Good question.  Might I suggest that with access to computer medical  records,  that  certain people are getting a different dose?

Which leads me  to the "useless mouths" or whatever certain unhealthy people are called?  No more pension, OAP, or nursing home

expenses payouts?  Just a thought.
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Joined On 11/22/2020 6:24:34 AM
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soundcloud.com/.../not-about-a-virus-2  - Not About a Virus: Folks are being fooled by globalist insanity /They’ve declared a war against

all humanity /Folks are being fooled watching fake news /They’re being mind-controlled into idiocracy /They tricked ‘em with the

lockdowns but that was just a ruse /For a major offensive on the world economy /chorus It's not about a virus /It's about man playing god

/It’s about depopulation /By getting you to take a shot /The shot is not a vaccine /It’s a satanic deception /It’s a trojan horse attacking you

/With a deadly bio-weapon /They tricked ‘em with the mask into wearing dirty face rags /Those were just placeholders to make you take

the jabs /Folks are being fooled tricked into compliance /By covid evangelists who claim to have the science /If you try to have

discussion no debating is allowed /You’re labeled an extremist by the obedient crowd /chorus /They want to inject you for what’s no

deadlier than eu /Forever change your DNA with a toxic nano tech brew /If you want a safe option those are disallowed /If you try to sue

big pharma your claim is disavowed /They see you as cattle you have no human right /You’re just a useless eater a worthless parasite

/chorus /You gotta take a stand refuse to be compliant /Demand your human rights to the tyrant be debant /This is spiritual war the devil

wants you dead /Don’t be a lazy sheep you’ve gotta use your head /If you want to stay free /Those who don’t know history are doomed to

repeat it /We’re facing Armageddon but with God we can defeat it ... issuesoutline.org/#covid19fraud
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Maranatha Today
Joined On 1/19/2021 12:21:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for your post and the links! Jesus is coming to take over this wicked world...He won at the Cross, but they will get a way

with a lot before then! The Bible says 1/2 the earth population will perish at some point! Lord God Almighty have mercy on us! As

you rightfully said, this is a spiritual war like no other and the devil has his minions doing his dirty work like no other time in history,

BUT GOD! "The sounding of the 5th and 6th trumpets – Chapter 9 … Up to this point 1/2 of Earth’s population has been wiped out

(1/4th in Rev. 6:8 + 1/3rd in Rev. 9:15) all within the brst half of the Tribulation."
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Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We need to tell everyone the shot will kill all sex drive by affecting your pen_s and it will get more refusals than telling it making small

stick things come out in so small of veins it causes blood clots. Some parts of the body are more revered than others.
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MarcusSpeer
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I'm not sure if it will put women and girls off, however.
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Just read today, Los Angeles City moving forward on Vax passport to grocery shop. Whole Foods will get the customers in-person, and

owner Amazon will get the unvax shoppers. The LA city council was quoted, “Instead of bghting science, we should be bghting the virus,”

O’Farrell said in a statement. “The data is clear: vaccines are safe and effective.”

This all has nothing to do with saving people.
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PoeticJustice73
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I have been putting the information on my truck windows and I get so much positive feedback from people thanking me for the info. You

do have to get used to people tailgating and staring, then you remember they are reading....lol. I also keep on hand eyers and leaeets with

info to pass out if people stop to talk, and quite a few do. Left, right, and those who think in the middle area all like the info. I was afraid I

would get angry people but I really don't, it has been amazing to see how many people love to read the messages! Who knew?
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billstri
Joined On 6/8/2008 9:16:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is there a way to prevent or at least reduce these micro-clots from forming if you are forced or pressured to get the vaccine or forced

pressured to get the third dose of the vaccine if you already had the brst two?
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The best prevention is to stubbornly ignoring all the _blatantly illegal coercion/trickery_ to accept the Bioweapon jab. Prevention/

reduction of micro-clots is only possible if all the spikes and any alleged mRNA trojan horse cells can be timely be neutralised by

the immune system or aging, with external help! If this doesn't happen, chronic disease will probably develop, leading to premature

death. The speed of this progression obviously varies between people! 600mg+ of NAC daily may cure the foolish if the spikes are

(only) Graphene Oxide. NAC may help the immune system to limit damage, neutralise the alleged spike proteins, maybe even

destroy the alleged mRNA Trojan-Horse cells.
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’ve taken proteolytic enzymes for years and now they truly are a gift. I alternate nattokinase, lumbrokinase, serrapeptase on an

empty stomach 2-3 times per day. They gobble up foreign proteins in the body. Research them to edify yourself. Incredible.
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NelsonVsq
Joined On 8/20/2021 12:59:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi, I have a question: Why does Dr. Mercola never write about graphene in vaccines? Could someone please answer me?
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Jacknife25
Joined On 8/17/2021 11:57:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another rebuttle: blogs.sciencemag.org/pipeline/archives/2021/05/04/spike-protein-behavi..
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agmonaco1
Joined On 8/4/2021 8:33:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Then he gets his house burned down.. God Bless him for being a voice in the darkness.
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njlady
Joined On 11/21/2006 8:03:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So I wonder how long we should avoid being in close contact with a vaccinated person...
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I paid the price of contact
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes njlady, as Dr. Mercola has reported, those vaccinated who are infected with COVID have the same viral load as those who are

not vaccinated and transmit the disease. They are also more susceptible to pathologies, some viral that are contagious and will

represent more costs for treatment and increasing hospitalization in the future. To this we must add that it is possible that the

proteins of the beaks are transmitted through the semen, aerosols or the skin of the vaccinated person.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

good question!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stanley what have you been doing since the price of contact?
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ntait122gmail.com
Joined On 6/19/2021 9:54:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you,  Dr. Mercola,  for sharing this information. Thanks also to Dr. Hoffe. Both of you are heroes in this frightening battle that boils

down to Good vs. Evil. Blessings and prayers for strength to both of you, and to all who are engaged in combating Evil.
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MissChievousRN
Joined On 8/20/2021 11:42:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Biden admin now wants to DEFUND ALL HEALTHCARE facilities in the entire USA unless 100% vaccination is achieved.

They aren't "mandating" the vaccine,  they are defunding any employer that doesn't.

That means the best and brightest healthcare workers will leave,  leaving the lower rung workers short staffed. Ignorant,  and morally and

ethically compromised. This effectively bypasses all the exemptions, states rights, your access to healthcare and leads to the govt

making your treatment decisions FOR you. Millions and millions of innocent ill people will be at the mercy of the almighty dollar.....

This is medical tyranny.  This is mass genocide.....
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Arthur D. Yaghjian
Joined On 9/9/2008 2:49:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Any competent doctor knows that any kind of ineammation can increase D-dimer, as well as aging.  Thus, an increase in D-dimer does not

necessarily indicate blood clotting.
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smalldar560
Joined On 7/12/2011 5:25:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I remember they were asking people to donate platelets last year saying it was for the purpose of  giving to people who got sick with

Covid.  After a month or so, you didn't hear anymore about the platelets.  I wonder if the donated platelets were being used so that they

could come up with a deadly vaccine that would do the job that they wanted.   It's horrifying that so many people are involved in the

extermination of fellow humans.  This is truly demon possession and they are all willing puppets.
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jen3070
Joined On 4/11/2017 12:46:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow, if that's not damning evidence, I don't know what is. The vessel damage in the brain would explain the sudden dementia in elderly

not long after the shot, and the fogginess or numbed mental capacity or vacant look that I have read about people observing in others

after the shot. And the censorship!! If "they" truly wanted to promote health and protect people, they would listen to doctors doing real

science and adjust their course accordingly. The fact that they don't (and in fact try to bully them into silence) proves they don't want to

protect people's health (which means they have another aim).
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They don't probt from telling the truth. Lies = probts.
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jphanson
Joined On 7/8/2010 8:29:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And they Lytton BC was torched and burned to the ground. What a “coincidence”
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Simply astonishing these experimental injections were not halted long ago if true about this article and the amount of deaths worldwide

by the injection relative to all previous injections in history given. Just surreal really!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I guess the CDC's VAERS website has no meaning now. What's the point in tracking adverse vaccine reactions if the data collected

isn't taken seriously? It is ba�ing!
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janskyg
Joined On 7/24/2013 6:10:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This video was amazing to watch. Thank you Guillermou and Stanley for all your posts and your post Granny was wonderful. These

people do not have any intelligent rebuttal because they only know what they have been told.This seems to be the only place where

people with common sense can come anymore to get the real TRUTH. I can only talk about this virus with 1-2 people, everyone else is a

lemming. Even the people I know who have worked in health care do not want to hear the truth these days. The news is blled with stories

about all the unvaccinated being the cause of all that is wrong.  Here in Canada the vaccine passport is now becoming a reality. What a

load of BS. My question is what is next? What is it going to take to make people realize that they are putting a poison in their bodies that

will not do anything but kill them?
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JNo8752
Joined On 4/22/2019 7:14:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I caught a mild case of the eu-like virus from vaccinated family members. I did not stop living life. I upped my supplements, used

elderberry, manuka honey and essential oils. Felt not so great for about four days, but recovered nicely.
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broski
Joined On 5/13/2014 5:56:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have found the same thing. When I physically touch the v@xxed ones I get the sni�es the next day. I never get the sni�es in

summer.
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NikkiEagle
Joined On 8/19/2015 6:07:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The State of Massachusetts has just mandated all State workers to get the clot shot, and is requiring all employees register themselves

and their information in a Statewide database app as of October 17th.  Here's proof of the vaccine passport system that we've all been

sounding the alarm about for the last year and a half.  I remember reading somewhere that our illustrious governor, King Charles, has

been in bed with an A.I.. "track and trace" company since before the plandemic began; it looks to me that while all attention is being

directed at New York and Arizona, Massachusetts with its huge percentage of brainwashed true believers in the covid cult is being set up

as the test site for prison planet surveillance.  Wish I could get bnd that article again.

I work for the State, and there's no way on earth I'm putting any of my information into a tracking database.  October 17th will come and

go and screw them. I never agreed to give the State authority to make healthcare decisions for me as a condition of employment, and I

don't now.  That this is happening is completely insane.
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bboooo
Joined On 8/20/2021 7:27:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm sorry for the situation yoou're in.There are a number of legal groups hashing this out in court now. ACLJ comes to mind brst,

NCLA also. Naomi Wolfe if I have the name right has been publicly vocal about mandates.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Move to TN or FL! Just leave the Boston accent and attitude in Massachusetts! Bring some damn LOBSTER when you come! I want

my lobster and Fat B@stard (wine)! shop.fatbastardwine.co.za/index.php
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One could hardly design a more perfect bioweapon.
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Trevor2522
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:31:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Vaccine victims have only themselves to blame.   I have equal access to the people's internet, used it wisely, and safely shredded my

vax-invite when it arrived.   Actually ceased vaccinations in 1996, after my brst internet foray -- but there's no excuse a quarter-century

on!
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jdarnall64
Joined On 12/24/2009 9:45:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What do you mean by saying you easily shredded your vax invite when it arrived.
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crhibben999
Joined On 8/20/2021 1:47:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am pharmacist, I read your book and agree with you. I took the Pbzer vaccine, got covid a week later. I still got the second shot three

weeks from the 1st and had the worse chills (felt like I would die). The chills lasted 24 hours. I work full time for a big Corp. fully

vaccinated… now they are reinforcing the masks again and I am stuck wearing them for 11hour shifts! I am totally against the BS! It’s too

late since I took the vaccine. What are your recommendations to prevent a microscopic blood leak hemorrhages and MI? I am bummed

social media bghts you on this information. The big companies go off of CDC, stating that “CDC is always the guide,” which I think is a

load of BS!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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I'm sorry you got the jab and still got sick! This is something very serious and NO ONE at the FDA, CDC, or NIH dare tell anyone

because it would mean NO ONE getting vaccinated if they knew the truth.  You are at your most vulnerable at catching Covid-19 in

the brst 2 weeks after getting jabbed. That's why we had the surge in cases and deaths at nursing homes across the world

immediately following the vaccination rollouts. NONE of those deaths were attributed to the vaccines because all of those people

tested positive for Covid-19. I spoke to my wife about this. She is an Immunologist, PhD. Supposedly, 2 weeks after the jab your

cells stop producing the spike proteins and you have recovered from the mild infection you get from the adenovirus they put in the

vaccines. The adenovirus is put there to induce a strong T-cell response. You're still not out of the woods just yet. You need at least

4 weeks to nourish your body and replenish every cell with vital nutrients that were exhausted by the adenovirus and the

Autoimmune-Induced Spike Protein Production (ASPP). That assumes you are in good health already and have no underlying

conditions. In OTHER WORDS! The only people that should be social distancing and "Sheltering In Place" are the people that just

got vaccinated. This is especially true if you are over the age of 65!
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM
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Proteolytic enzymes. ;-) gobbles up foreign proteins, empty stomach. Research. Pretty amazing.
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chantalsalzmanngmail.com
Joined On 7/5/2021 12:27:59 AM
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PLEASE. I have read the article and looked at the video but am not well enough versed to properly understand. I NEED to know whether

AUTOPHOGY can expel the vaccine from infected cells, mitochondria and from the body or partially rid the body of them ??? I have two

sons who work in Europe and apparently had to take the shots. I don't panic easily but am a little frantic. NONE of my children were ever

vaccinated. If AUTOPHOGY is a remedy, it should be brought into the system earlier, rather than later ? One has to speak facts to these

youngsters.
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Cyclesofhealingsouls
Joined On 8/20/2021 1:17:37 AM
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Hi, if you are worried for your sons, which sounds justibed to me regarding this experiment I would be you I would get in touch with

Dr Mercola, or any educated good doctor (like Dr Tent, from Diverse Health service, for example) to see if you can get a protocol to

help your sons immune system bght off whatever this thing may create. High dose vitamin C seems to decrease ineammation,

while these shots may increase ineammation in the body. Don't stay alone, if you can connect with a good doc, you might come up

with a tailored protocol to support your sons health until their bodies can get rid of most of that stuff. There are many good

doctors out there, some will eventually come up with something to help those that had to take these shots unwillingly. Also all

organs can regenerate from harm, it is a question of what food we eat and how much we can detox the waste to help the body

regenerate and how soon the damages can be stopped. That's why if I were you I would look for methods to help your sons'

immune systems and bodies to be able to sail through the storm as best they can. Hope this help, May you be well and Happy!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Watch/read: www.bitchute.com/.../pEPrVlOOOt2c
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM
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Autophagy from auto + phagy. Phagy = eat. Microphages are cells in the body the consume poisons, waste products; White blood

cells are examples of microphages. You need to start researching on your own, CDC, Fauci are not trustworthy for info on phages.

--CMT367, Med-science writer
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Good_Hands
Joined On 11/18/2020 2:03:04 PM
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Yes, I believe autophagy helps (via intermittent fasting or time restricted eating). Also, NAC (n-acetyl cysteine) to promote

glutathione, and astaxanthin which is a strong antioxidant, should help to expel the spike proteins.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM
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It stands to reason autophagy would help, but what of graphene oxide, if that is indeed in the jabs?    How would one get rid of

that?
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Good_Hands, and a side note: was told to take NAC on an empty stomach 1/2 prior or 2 hrs after eating.
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Tempest21
Joined On 6/20/2006 1:41:08 AM
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See this link below. Last 2 pages in the PDF lay out a nutritional regimen. Also pine needle tea (which contains the magic bullet

suramin) should be consumed as well. magainstitute.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Dr-Ardis-C-19-Prevention-..   and

rightsfreedoms.wordpress.com/2021/05/15/how-to-guard-against-the-spike..
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Thruthranger
Joined On 8/5/2021 3:23:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lord have mercy and let the word get out to our friends and family. And I pray that Fauci would pay for his crimes against humanity

sooner than later. In Jesus name amen.
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cathyjones22
Joined On 3/12/2011 9:30:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good for you Stanleybecker, glad you are on the road to recovery. I appreciate comments from those that got it, helps me to feel conbdent

when/if I get it too. I do have an arsenal of things to use, including the peroxide, so I'm sure I can handle it. And my body is good and

strong from preventive measures. Now you have natural immunity, at least for that variant, if there is such a thing.
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Astrocomical
Joined On 1/6/2021 5:20:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I want to show this video to a family member that took the shot several months ago but I don't want to upset him nor his daughter who he

seemed to have convinced too to take the shot.  I don't have much hope for them in the coming years.  Who knows, maybe they might be

the lucky ones.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I gotta say I feel the most bad for the kids. I am 54 and I will bght them tooth and nail on this but really is our government trying to raise a

generation of Covid People, replete with masks and regular vaccinations and breakthrough cases and propagandistically worsening

variants and a constant drumbeat of fear? To what end is all of this? And who the Christ is going to support me in my old age?
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puppylove
Joined On 8/21/2007 6:31:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wonder too, why do they insist upon people who already have antibodies (recovered cases and asymptomatic) to get the jab?  They say

because they don't know how long natural antibodies last.  But that is also true of the vaccine, they have literally claimed so.   Oh wait, I

know why, never  mind. $$$$$

But then again, why hasn't anyone used that as, let's say, a medical exemption, especially when doctors themselves recommend against

the immune getting the vaccines?
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moggypet
Joined On 12/27/2012 7:38:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Question for a lawyer - the drug companies are protected from lawsuits related to vaccines causing health issues or death. Does that

protection apply to companies such as Walgreens who sent out multiple emails claiming the vaccines are safe and effective? Could they

be open to say a class action lawsuit?
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sonny08
Joined On 12/21/2009 11:03:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

INFO and TRUTH -      #PROTECTYOURFAMILY                       A Facebook Link

China is Fully in Control - Trump Knew - Biden is Their Stooge - Our Government is Gone!
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ab70bandit
Joined On 12/4/2012 12:21:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A friend of mine received her brst shot about three and a half months ago.  A week and a half later she had a stroke.  She had no prior

issues with clotting, was not on blood pressure medication prior.  Her stoke was not a small one, she spent a month in the hospital and

then a month in rehab..she's back home but still needs assistance with most things...the worst part is , she asked if the shot may have

had any part in her illness and they said absolutely not....when she was in rehab, they wanted to give her the second shot and was

hesitant...they told her it was ok that they were not giving her the same shot...so she took it...sorry to say I don't expect her to be around

this time next year
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hvhy.org
Joined On 6/3/2012 1:28:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Due to the world population's Biblical illiteracy people are confused. They don't know what's really going on. The truth will set you free.

What are we dealing with here or better said who are we dealing with. We are dealing with kenites who are sons of the brst murderer. His

name was Cain. Who is he? He was the son by Satan and Eve in the Garden of Eden. Well now you say I'm one of those religious ones and

the Bible is just a fairy tail. Not so. They who know the Bible, like me for example, know it's the truth. It's very simple once you know your

home work and I'm sure I do. The pandemic is prophetically mentioned in the Bible. Just check out Revelation 9 and Revelation 18 where

the word sorceries is the word pharmakeia in the Greek Bible.  The Bible also says that God is going to protect you from the pestilence if

you love Him and ask Him for wisdom. Go to Bible Gateway and search for pestilence and there you have it. Even this will pass but with

much agony for many it seems. My son and daughter wouldn't listen to me when I advised them not to be vaccinated. They live in Sweden

and Swedes have still not been properly informed about how dangerous the vaccines really are. I feel terrible about it. I called them every

morning for weeks. Because I know the Bible I knew what the murderers were doing. I mean Big Pharma and their friends. I patiently

started researching the pandemic and God helped me to bnd the truth. From there I started to inform others. You are welcome to check

my books out if you wish. Just search for Are You Lied To About The Bible and you'll bnd them. God Bless Leif W
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lakabarra
Joined On 4/13/2019 8:24:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is so sad! We are injecting a whole generation of kids with that poison. I hope the article will appear in a more permanent source.
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charbueck
Joined On 10/31/2012 5:02:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I really wonder if Dr Hoffe has a place to work now. The town of Lytton burnt to the ground last month

😱
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MarcusSpeer
Joined On 3/31/2017 5:38:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pay special attention to the last sentence and the use of the phrase, "perceived government restrictions" - are we all making it up? - is our

perception of government restrictions incorrect? Are we in fact not being restricted at all by our governments? From the National

Terrorism Advisory System: SUMMARY OF THE TERRORISM THREAT TO THE U.S. HOMELAND. The Secretary of Homeland Security has

issued a new National Terrorism Advisory System (NTAS) Bulletin regarding the current heightened threat environment across the United

States. The Homeland continues to face a diverse and challenging threat environment leading up to and following the 20th Anniversary of

the September 11, 2001 attacks as well religious holidays we assess could serve as a catalyst for acts of targeted violence. These

threats include those posed by domestic terrorists, individuals and groups engaged in grievance-based violence, and those inspired or

motivated by foreign terrorists and other malign foreign ineuences. These actors are increasingly exploiting online forums to ineuence

and spread violent extremist narratives and promote violent activity. Such threats are also exacerbated by impacts of the ongoing global

pandemic, including grievances over public health safety measures and perceived government restrictions.
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January21
Joined On 1/22/2020 11:50:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

UK Government attempting to introduce vaccine passports. Sign petition

www.google.com/url?sa=t&source=web&rct=j&url=https://petit..
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T42t4u
Joined On 7/22/2021 12:56:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As David Hendrickson said," the medical Maba'
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T42t4u
Joined On 7/22/2021 12:56:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was forced to take J&J. I intermittent fasted three days and took ten grams of vitamin C, turmeric And all other vitamins. I actually had

less ineammation than usual because all the vitamins and turmeric I was taking..green tea. My blood don't clot well anyway. It burned my

arm instantly up to my purse strap on top on my shoulder that I held tight so it wouldn't eood my system so fast. Saturday 14th of aug

symptoms: Light headed, Kidney pain, Chest pain, Nausea, Extremely tired. And by Thurs I'm still. Mildly affected but I'm sure taking the

vitamins for the brst four days helped. I wanted to do it on my term than in a hospital and unable to prepare with vitamins
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vaers-cdc-deaths-adverse-events-co..  Thinking about this.   One size bts all?  Or we gonna test

blood for antibodies.  What’s up here?
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Isad009
Joined On 8/20/2021 3:29:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People should just study thalidomide disaster and learn that not everything that is put out there is for good. Sometimes its business brst

and health later. Thalidomide was actually being advertised as safe for pregnant women. And after 5 years the horrors were visible. Wake

up people!!
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the news is that 24,000 parents allow the government to kidnap and kill their children

www.brighteon.com/44c1d780-8c1e-43f6-b602-347440e9de8a  ~

www.naturalnews.com/2021-08-19-australia-runs-mass-child-sacribce-luc..  ~

www.youtube.com/watch?v=94At0VjRocg&list=PLQINIi-l_Mzv9JtkjHFQWko_..
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JeanneWV
Joined On 7/13/2010 8:42:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Has anyone heard of substances or supplements that are effective against the "shedding" of the vaccinated? There is a lot of stuff about

taking the usual stuff (D, Quercetin, Zinc etc) but very little about the fallout from other's vaccinations.  I have recently come across info

from sources that seem to be pretty sensible. One recommended apple pectin and the other Pine Needle Tea. Has anyone heard of this

and if so, what do you think and have you heard of any other things being recommended?
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right....what options?
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Edcambria
Joined On 11/18/2019 7:40:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If these injections are so harmful to the body in so many ways what is it about them that makes them eFcient at reducing symptoms

after an infection?
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jkinnc
Joined On 8/7/2008 11:33:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My 79 year old father went to the ER last Friday and almost didn't survive.  He had over 1.5 liters of blood in his abdomen and right lung,

almost 6 months to the day of his 2nd dose.  The doctors were ba�ed, no one could bnd a cause, and they are loosely blaming his Plavix.

 He is rehab now, he gets light headed when he stands and can't walk.  This sounds like exactly what happened to my father.  Does

anyone else have experience with this?
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njlady
Joined On 11/21/2006 8:03:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

plavix can cause internal bleeding and low bp as all blood thinners can.
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ChristieMarie
Joined On 5/8/2016 8:55:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Would the D-dimer test pick up blood clotting related to a cut on your eesh or does it only detect internal clots?
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junkerjorg
Joined On 8/20/2021 10:14:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I put into place a QBC complex (quecentin/bromalain/Vit C) zinc, Vit D3, a B complex and magnesium citrate EVERY DAY at the ONSET of

this “pandemic” before Dr Zelenko and FLCCC suggested these items effectiveness against CoV2.  (We have used QBC to ward off

allergic reactions to insect bites and to poisonous plants for years.)

As a result of my employing the above protocol, I had no seasonal allergies, no sni�es, plus my eye sight has improved, and I have

renounced taking any doctor recommended drugs. I am 67, have had a round of NHL (glyphosate??) which included two stem cell

transplants, a clinical trial and a full body irradiation (“I am going to administer a lethal dose of radiation”, said the doctor. They killed me.)

“Cut, burn and poison”

One caveat was a bout of a 48hr marathon from bed to bath which was given to me grace of my out of state grand kids.

One can not emphasis the necessity of zinc and D as the western world (US) is tragically debcient in these.  Way too much processed

foods.

So am I getting another poison put into my body? Horse hockey!!
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anonamoose
Joined On 1/5/2021 10:58:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi practice conveniently burned down in Lytton along with the whole town. He was working with the indigenous people and they were

among the brst to start getting jabbed and he was saying months ago that he was seeing serious problems. Much of his documentation

went up in eames.
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WL4816
Joined On 12/31/2019 6:54:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A NYT article says the temperature reached 121 degrees F on June 30 and a forest bre started that day, burning 90 percent of the

village. There had been 3 days of record extreme heat ranging from 116 to 121 degrees. It says 777 died between June 25 and July

1, three times the number of deaths at this time last year. These 777 were reported to the provincial coroner's oFce, it says, so this

number is probably province-wide. The article seems to attribute this unusually high number of what it calls "sudden" deaths to the

heat wave, however, the NYT is an untrustworthy source of "news," particularly in regard to any issues about COVID. The article is

"Heat Wave Spread Fire That ‘Erased’ Canadian Town", available to subscribers only.
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Draeburns624
Joined On 7/28/2009 7:11:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello everyone. Somehow I am unable to locate the comment where someone shared about boiling lemons and grapefruit. Would anyone

be able to let me know? Thank you! Draeburns624@aol.com (if needed)
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tee1875
Joined On 12/29/2016 8:24:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is so scary for the people who got this fake vaccine. This video has to be seen to stop this. Horrible! People are falling for this

garbage vaccine and are literally getting killed! Please share this video!!
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JohnSays
Joined On 8/14/2008 11:58:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is there a way to download these videos so we can share them? Are they posted in other places already?
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Divenire
Joined On 5/8/2017 3:00:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.bitchute.com/.../uD98ksu0PzQg  

In the sources and references is a link to the bitchute video.
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JohnSays
Joined On 8/14/2008 11:58:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Divenire.
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niadara82
Joined On 1/15/2010 5:08:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I had to take one Pbzer and highly regret it. I Switched Jobs to escape the mandate. But what can I do to support my body to shed this

horrible poison? I’ve had numbness and tingling in the injected arm since within minutes of the injection.

I’m taking zinc, quercitin, NAC, vitamin d (my level is 60ng), vitamin c, probiotics and a good protein and collagen. Desperate to get better.
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Divenire
Joined On 5/8/2017 3:00:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola also recommends fasting or intermittent fasting to induce autophagy and also saunas to create heat shock proteins.
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niadara82
Joined On 1/15/2010 5:08:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you. I have access to a hot tub only. I fast from 6pm to 10am daily anyways. My natural food rhythm. Hopefully this will

improve. But never again!!!
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ghhnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am losing the ability to play nice. So I’m going home. “Don’t forget to wipe  your feet when you come in!”
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Luc4176
Joined On 8/6/2020 9:07:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@suz3295  thank you. I cannot respond to request because there is something wrong with the site. IT is apparently onto it and I have

been on the phone trying to sort it out. So frustrating. I too am on the Island.
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Grobleben
Joined On 8/20/2021 12:04:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As someone with autoimmune issues, I am alarmed no one has brought up concerns about second hand vaxxing.  My doctor has made it

clear we don’t know enough about the content of the vaxx cocktail to be comfortable it would not kill or permanently affect me.  So, don’t

vaxx most would conclude.  BUT, what about my spouse?   My spouses company keeps eip-eopping between forced jab mandates.  How

soon till he is forced to take a jab?  What happens to our 26 year marriage?  It’s highly probable, based on this video, that the spike

proteins or even the mRNA from the shot itself could be passed along to me in normal “marriage relations.”  {trying not to be too graphic.}

 Couldn’t my husband then become a danger to me (my health)?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2021 12:20:16 PM
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Mei_Ling
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm in the same boat as you but in my case my spouse has already gotten the two Pbzer shots while overseas due to her Mother's
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death.  Searched high and low but couldn't bnd where I read that Pbzer's own website was suggesting that "transmitting" (Sherri

Tenpenny states that it isn't the same thing as shedding) could last for up to fourteen weeks.

I asked my wife to extend her time away to cover the time period after the second shot.    It's terrible to have to live like this but at

the same time I don't want my wife's decision to end up killing me.
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Ingab51
Joined On 12/22/2020 1:27:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, Dr Mercola for this easy-to-understand article and video. Can anyone on this thread tell me how to save a copy of the video,

please?  I'm somewhat technologically-challenged and although I'm also researching this on-line, so far haven't come up with an answer:

 (probably because I'm not asking the question the right way for the search engine). Thanks in advance.
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Divenire
Joined On 5/8/2017 3:00:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.bitchute.com/.../uD98ksu0PzQg  In sources and references. I used the Pdf function at the top of the article to save the article

to my bles.
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rhythman
Joined On 5/13/2021 9:38:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm thankful for the internet and the resulting information age, which is how I learned from Dr. Mercola and others about all the natural

ways to increase health. If this occurred in 1990 or whenever, before the information age, I'd probably be a gullible vaxxer. Instead, I don't

get sick, even with colds or eu that others around me have, and I have plenty of natural interventions to use if I do get it. Thank you Dr.

Mercola and the internet!
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lottaviano
Joined On 7/10/2010 10:26:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does the J&J likely cause the same issue?  My 20 year old recently had the J& J (Couldn't be talked out of it and refuses to take

supplements to mitigate the effects)
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jannz77
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:34:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The adverse reactions ...  are those ONLY possible within the 1st few days ... ??... maybe few weeks after ..??... ie;   What's described in

this video ... is this an indebnite occurrence ..??..       Just wondering because friends that were vaccinated are now experiencing 'weird' ..

unexplained health issues.   Ie;  Sudden onset of periphereal neuropathy ... can't feel feet and to lesser degree .. hands.  Not a diabetic.  

But this happened almost 3 mos AFTER 2nd shot.    They didn't know it at the time but they got their second shot while sick with covid.

 Thought they felt sick because of immune reaction to 1st shot.     They only bgured out they had covid because of the testing to bgure

out the nueropathy.    Ugh .... what a mess this all is.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The adverse reactions differs from person to person. The people least likely to get sick with Covid-19 tend to have the fewest side

effects from the vaccine (go bgure). My argument against ALL vaccines is the logic behind them. The people most vulnerable to

vaccine injuries are also the people most vulnerable to the viruses. So it is a 50/50 crap shoot. These people suffer the

consequences from the vaccine side effects and then die from the virus anyway. So what's the point? Those least likely to get sick

from the virus will never really know if the vaccine helped them or not because they were never going to get sick in the brst place.

The whole concept of vaccines doesn't pass the smell test.
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JeanneWV
Joined On 7/13/2010 8:42:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The adverse reactions can show up for years. Not that anybody knows for sure, because the vaccinations haven't been around for

years. But they have occurred months after the shot and since the spike protein disperses all over the body, there is no telling what

type of adverse reactions will eventually show up.
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Jackieh1965
Joined On 7/10/2016 4:35:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Realrose unfortunately my daughter took the jabs.  I have encouraged her to take daily NAC, also adding Zinc Ionophore, Vitamin D and C.

I am also considering Zeolite for chelation to get rid of any heavy metals and any graphene oxide if present.
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Mei_Ling
Joined On 6/15/2010 8:48:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jackieh1965,

What are the amounts of those daily supplements that you mentioned?
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ghhnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cilantro is good br detox of heavy metals, try an extract to help increase the effect rather than eating bushels of it; but gotta love

the taste.
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jil6784
Joined On 6/9/2014 10:53:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm being barred from seeing my mother in a SNF unless I prove negative or have the jab!  I'm on my second test, but don't know how long

I can keep this up. I know soon it will be changed to mandatory. It's happening everywhere! Come LORD Jesus and end this! Only an evil

force could orchestra something like this. But, I know who wins in the end! Join the winning team and even if this continues, and I don't

see how it can be stopped, you too can win in the end. I don't like it any more than any of you! I have scheduled to have the jab next week.

How do I chose between my mom or my freedom and health? This is evil.
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WL4816
Joined On 12/31/2019 6:54:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You'll have to take the jab and then wait and see what happens. The risk is all yours. According to the video, it looks like there is no

way to remove or reverse damage that the "vaccine" (bioweapon) does to the insides of the blood vessels. It roughens the veins'

insides which are normally smooth, and that impedes blood eow, leading potentially to fatigue and other irreversible health

problems. I think the damage is resistant to the effects of any supplements, sauna, etc. I think a lot of these commenters didn't

listen carefully to the video.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don’t do it. It could change your life forever
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Colonymill305
Joined On 8/6/2021 10:42:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have this book and am enjoying it thoroughly.  A lot of very disturbing truths.
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hghtfortruth
Joined On 8/20/2021 10:39:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The small town where Dr. Hoffe is from burnt to the ground in July.  He lost his hospital privileges for asking questions.
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ffyrebird
Joined On 9/19/2015 6:10:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I want to use a nebulizer and hydrogen peroxide after being exposed to vaxxed relatives but everywhere that I try to purchase one online

requires a doctor’s prescription. Can anyone recommend a site where  I can purchase a good nebulizer without a prescription?
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mushyp3a
Joined On 11/23/2009 12:39:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola advises in his book you can always provide his name if needed for a prescription, from justnebulizers.com. Thats

where I bought mine. Also Amazon had some that you don't need prescriptions for.
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LoveToEveryone
Joined On 8/20/2021 10:23:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks to real leaders in our world like Dr. Mercola and more... - the truth will win this battle... -it is just a matter of time. The same Evil

propaganda tactics where used during WW2, they (The Cabal or what ever Evil sickies they are) didn't win... - but they never left our planet

- it seems they just learned better scams. Love to everyone in this battlebeld - WE WILL WIN!
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MyTVC15
Joined On 5/15/2021 12:49:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ATTN: Canadians ... whether you are an employer looking to hire or an employee forced to quit due to mandatory jabs,

https://thefreedompages.ca/  is growing in popularity as a place for freedom-loving Canadians to connect with one another. Tell all you

know so we can get this site well-populated!
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skweiler
Joined On 1/16/2010 10:08:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The brst principle of medical ethics is to do no harm. I don't see any reason for why MRNA "vaccines" ought to be legal.
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empty_pockets
Joined On 8/5/2021 4:05:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Hoffe tests shortly after vaccination but has he tested later, too and is the clotting continuing, getting worse or lessening?  

The "experts" of the Scientism cult are killing people in job lots with their elevation of dictatorial Junk Science and suppression of actual

science which encourages discussion, dissent, even argument.  Like tempering a blade in bre, the hotter the debate between believers of

one side and those of the other produces a "product" [here a treatment regime] that is more likely to help the greatest number of people.

They have suppressed known viable treatments in favor of pushing expensive "new" drugs which may or may not even work and are less

effective for the majority of patients.  They insist on "mitigation" techniques they all said didn't work before this became a Leftist political

weapon.
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ssrose
Joined On 8/8/2012 12:41:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So if you’ve had the vaccination, what can you do to counteract the effects of it?
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WL4816
Joined On 12/31/2019 6:54:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The video implies that you cannot reverse the "vaccine's" effects. There appears to be no hope for those who get the "vaccine"

because they will suffer its adverse effects, sooner or later. It's a bioweapon that contains trillions of nano-particles which impair

blood eow by roughening the insides of the blood vessels, which are normally smooth. This appears to be an irreversible physical

alteration instead of a chemical action that might be reversible with supplements, exercise, sauna, etc. It's not like pharma drug

side effects that can be counteracted with supplements.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Lytton BC bre is believed to have been caused by a human - who would want to silence Dr Hoffe and destroy his patient

records/data? Give you one guess.
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ofmeising
Joined On 11/18/2013 12:20:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was talking with a woman who is an emergency room nurse. She's about to lose her job because she won't get the shot; she's hiring a

lawyer. But she says that she won't get it because, being in the ER, she's on the "front-line" and sees the horrible condition of people who,

after having the shot, have a bad reaction.
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WL4816
Joined On 12/31/2019 6:54:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A lawyer probably can't help her avoid the shot and keep her job. Oddly, there have been no lawyer ads promoting lawsuits related

to COVID vaccines and employment. No COVID ads at all from law brms.
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ofmeising
Joined On 11/18/2013 12:20:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why do you have to do the D-dimer test w/in the brst 7 days--do the clots disappear after that and so cause no further problem? Or is it

that the clots are then considered "old" and so are undetectable to the test?
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angiemelzer
Joined On 3/14/2012 2:43:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have same exact question.  Wonder about my husband getting test.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Remember when saying, “Vaccine hesitancy” was a better way to say something (regarding a new type of experimental vaccine that

hasn’t been approved by the FDA) instead of saying anti-vax.   So now, if you have vaccine hesitancy, for any reason - like your patients

are dying and/or 62% have evidence of clotting, well, you better STFU.  I don’t get it.   I’m so disappointed.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Catching a rattle snake with your bare hands has fewer risks than these vaccines. Snakebites have been studied longer as well.

You at least know what you're getting into with the snake. If you get bit the snake they have proven/tested MEDS that ensure your

full/safe recovery. Nothing is proven about these vaccines.
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rich4of13yahoo.com
Joined On 8/20/2021 9:32:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Confusion exits between the covid vaccine and the  COVID-19 monoclonal antibody (CmAb). Can you clear that up please.
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

and bnally someone steps up and exposes the fraud at the hospitals.... I hope this poor fella is taken care of - speaking out is deadly...

[link bxed] www.bitchute.com/.../im8tqf0JtSPB
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It’s saying page not found? :(
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chieromancer
Joined On 3/27/2008 6:27:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"We are in such a dystopian point in our history that real science is fringe and only state sponsored science is true. "
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riagg249
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:34:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Supposedly, heart disease and cancer are our top killers. Nope. The top killer in the United States is our medical community. I think they

actually fall third on the list. This is based on people coming clean and admitting to mistakes. As people tend to not come clean, our

medical community soars to the top when you add in the probable unreported incidents. Then, let's add in the things they do that aren't

considered mistakes. These gene therapy shots, for example. So, here we have yet another example of how the people who are supposed

to be saving us are actually killing us.
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Conbrmed by this health care worker, he exposes the truth in the three hospitals he has worked in over the last year...  bravo for the

brave man! www.bitchute.com/.../im8tqf0JtSPB
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angiemelzer
Joined On 3/14/2012 2:43:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Has anyone gotten a d dimer test in us?  My husband got the jab and hadn't felt good since.  It was in March, and April, got Pbzer. Fatigue,

says just doesn't feel good, missing work, stomach, anxiety, the works and now a cough that won't end. Doctor ordered covid test,

negative.   Wondering if a d dimer test this long after jab would tell us anything? Please comment.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m in the same boat.  I’m trying the protocols someone listed on here, brst.  NAC is a biggie.   Is insomnia on your husband’s list as

well?
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hope he doesn't get the booster shot.  His story sure bts the video, feeling tired... we should look into a cure for blood clots,

hmmm, what about aspirin?  a baby aspirin a day thins your blood so much you get bruises easy.... and it won't hurt him, so try that,

see if he feels more energy.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

00 - good point!  Cayenne pepper in the capsule - the high IU’s???
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

angiemelzer - According to Dr. Hoffe, the d-dimer test needs to be done 4-7 days after having had one of these "vaccines".

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2021 12:22:35 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

njlady
Joined On 11/21/2006 8:03:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Has he been tested for lyme?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2021 1:36:17 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

vaughanjody
Joined On 3/31/2007 7:48:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi, How do we download the videos to share if content will be deleted in 48 hours? I've downloaded the pdf but can't seem to bgure out an

embedded link for the video.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2021 9:10:52 AM

' Like  ( Dislike
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Joined On 12/31/2019 6:54:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"According to Bhakdi, 'Now a number of German doctors have been measuring the D-dimers in the blood of patients before vaccination

and days after vaccinations and with respect to the symptoms they have just found out that triggering of clot formation is a very common

event with all vaccines.'7"  

Notice that he says "all vaccines" trigger (unnaturally) clot formation. It means avoid all vaccines, including COVID ones. It also means

that parents should never take their children to pediatricians because these are the medical specialists who vaccinate children.

Vaccination is the main thing pediatricians do.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2021 9:08:12 AM
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san38527
Joined On 10/20/2016 12:35:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I like this video and wanted to save it.  When I save it, it won't et me unmute it.  I changed browsers, went to Rumble and Bitchute.  It is on

Bitchute but won't unmute.  Anyone else having trouble with trying to save it.  I have the narrative but would like to video

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2021 9:05:00 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

michael moore
Joined On 9/21/2007 5:42:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How does one get to this video directly?  Please, everyone download it since it does the best job I have seen showing the damage being

caused specibcally by the rna jabs

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2021 9:01:07 AM
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p.poultonatt.net
Joined On 7/22/2021 2:35:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

freewestmedia.com/2021/08/19/repeated-booster-jabs-may-be-lethal-resea..   They also interfere with telomeres meaning accelerated

aging and destruction of your immune system.
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Yeah!!!! everyone is going to get old but me!!!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2021 9:46:04 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To treat this doctor's hesitancy as a bad thing is criminal.  Doctors are sworn to brst cause no harm and this doctor was doing the right

thing by believing what he actually observed rather than blindly following the directive.  According to what he could see was happening

with his own patients, he should be hesitant and the authorities should takes his concerns seriously, especially since they are shared by

many other doctors brave enough to speak out. We need more doctors like him.
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JAMK
Joined On 10/31/2006 10:16:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, just when I thought you could not bnd anything better, as all your articles are great, you do it again and again.  This video is

compiling!  Thank you for all your great work you and your team do for the common people.
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Dukester34
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:44:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just tried to post the URL of this story into my text thread on my Mac to my daughter, and it said "there is no application to open this

url"...What the heck, is APPLE blocking all Mercola urls?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2021 8:46:27 AM
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Oh. One more little point. The town of Lytton was burned to the ground.
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Joined On 11/18/2013 12:20:24 PM
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I don't understand how the WHOLE WORLD has fallen in line behind whomever is pushing this madness. There are a few brave souls out

there protesting all this but they're a tiny minority.
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I really am keeping my pinkies cross we’re a silent majority.
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Almost half of Americans have refused the shot. I live in a small town, 10,241 people, and 44% of us won't get it, so I believe that is

the number everywhere.
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Divenire
Joined On 5/8/2017 3:00:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When I checked the county counts for vaccinations, there were about three in Wisconsin with rates closer to only 30% vaccinated.

Seems like most of the higher vaccination rates here are in the bigger cities. According to the website I looked at anyway.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many people have taken this "thing", so they are living with the processes described in this article at the experiential level. With this next

round coming up I am so curious how many people, if any, will just say no to the third shot. And then all the people who have not

succumbed yet, are they seeing anything out there that makes them want to try it? So I am just wondering if there will be a net loss in

participants for the next go-around!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Three strikes and YOU'RE OUT!!
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ale3049
Joined On 2/12/2018 12:18:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello Dr. Mercola, Almost all of your videos will not play, except the more innocuous ones.  Obviously they are spiked- blocked as in Dr.

Hoffes research. Are they available anywhere else? Thank you and MAY GOD BLESS YOU AND YOUR ASSOCIATES. Alex Stoeger
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I wonder if your ad blocker is blocking the video as I've played it and many others have too.... disable the ad blocker for this site..
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WL4816
Joined On 12/31/2019 6:54:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Use the ANT video downloader. I use it with the Firefox browser. It's easy to download any Mercola videos and save them wherever

you specify. It's an extension for any of several browsers. I didn't bnd an ANT Android app but there are several other Android

downloaders that I haven't tested. They might be ruined with ads. And, since ANT is freeware, there may be dark forces that don't

want you to use it.
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truebluehealth
Joined On 6/24/2016 8:57:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you again Dr Mercola for keeping us in the real truth.   A sad day when Doctors are coerced into speaking out, regardless of the

Hypocratic oath. this is going to be the new normal for all the world  ... please every one watch this Youtube before its taken off, a

documentary outlining all thats going to happen when Sci Fri becomes Sci fact, a scary future for all our families and children  

www.youtube.com/watch
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Tempest21
Joined On 6/20/2006 1:41:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Alright, now that the damage is clear and unfortunately done, what can be done about it...? Pine needle tea, Vit C, magnesium, selenium,

and NAC are said to mitigate the spike proteins and degrade graphene oxide.

magainstitute.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Dr-Ardis-C-19-Prevention-..  and

rightsfreedoms.wordpress.com/2021/05/15/how-to-guard-against-the-spike..
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I think silly old baby aspirin, which thins the blood, guards against blood clots.
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"00" draxe.com/.../white-willow-bark
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Unless aspirin can degrade the spike protein, it doesn’t seem like a logical bx for the clotting problem. Capillaries are as small as 1

red blood cell wide, so if the spikes are causing a physical blockage because they extend into the lumen of the cap and the RBCs

are piling up, the only bx for the clotting problem is to degrade the offending proteins and clear the path again.
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veronicasmom
Joined On 3/25/2013 7:56:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My 17 year old had to get the vaccine to set foot on campus.  Against my will, she got it.  Now she has shortness of breath.  She is past

the time slot of getting the D-dimer by a week.  I have no doubt that she has permanent heart damage.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As I was scrolling through her, they do talk about a helpful protocol... Copied from Good_Hands: “Yes, I believe autophagy helps

(via intermittent fasting or time restricted eating). Also, NAC (n-acetyl cysteine) to promote glutathione, and astaxanthin which is a

strong antioxidant, should help to expel the spike proteins.”
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

veronica's mom, AGAIN, La Quinta Columna have a complete protocol, as outlined in the video I posted above. You'll need to read

their subtitles, however they clearly describe re-balancing the glutathione balance in the body. AND you need to work on binding

spikes and expelling these from the body. READ Forbidden's list under that posting. If anyone simply grabs at one or two

supplements without understanding which one does what, do not expect any major improvement...or in a panic, you might just get

lucky.
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Annoyedwnamerequest
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:01:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm not sure I totally agree with the bnal comment on the video that the damage can not be undone. The human body is amazing,

especially for a younger person. The medical establishment does not have much 'experience' testing the theory on young people

since they ordinarily do not have a lot of young people to test their theory on.
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melhtz
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Get tested anyway. There are a number of things they test for - not only D Dimer. My daughter had chest pains for weeks afterward

and they have been repeating those tests
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Sunshine955
Joined On 11/5/2011 8:08:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi, I’m only half way through the posted comments, so the VCC Zoom meeting on Wednesday with Dr David Martin may have been

mentioned already. All Canadians need to watch it. VCC hasn’t posted as yet but it is apparently on the net somewhere. He talks about the

involvement of Trudeau and UBC. We are close to an election up here and people need to hear what is said. Sorry, I don’t have a link to

post..watch out for something circulating…it was a real shock to me..new info. Thanks to all here and Dr M and team.
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jamNjim
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Someone needs to vote with their trigger bnger, not the ballot box.
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Health1065
Joined On 5/8/2017 7:25:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How can I save a copy of this video for circulation/educational purposes
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WL4816
Joined On 12/31/2019 6:54:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Use the ANT video downloader as an extension on a Firefox browser. You can save any Mercola videos with it. Avoid the Chrome

browser since it belongs to Google and they seem to be blocking ANT downloads. Android is Google-owned, too, and ANT doesn't

seem to be available in their "play store."
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squirrel2001
Joined On 6/16/2021 7:37:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This craziness going on is beyond the pale.  People aren't being told the truth and when they get the virus, they aren't being treated!  It's

insane and immoral.  I clean for an older woman and she told me yesterday I can't clean any longer because I'm not vaccinated and she is

scared.  I was bne with that, they are her feelings but she thinks everyone who gets the virus dies.  I told her well I'm not getting

vaccinated.  So sad
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It's to be hoped a study may be done with a greater proportion of Pbzer recipients having D-Dimer measurements.

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC8274281
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Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The study did not say WHEN the D-dimmer test was performed.   Dr Hoffe said it has to be within 7 days of the jab to detect such

clotting, though he did not say why or if it could be performed too soon to produce meaningful results.
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der75060
Joined On 3/10/2018 8:22:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The doctor is from Lytton, BC and now that town is gone - burned to the ground!

🤔
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WOW I just saw that!
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cybersoul
Joined On 5/8/2021 7:32:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Get the TRUE FACTS - https://www.nojabforme.info  ... THE BATTLE FOR HUMANITY www.option3.co.uk/the-battle-for-humanity  ~

COVID-19 INJECTION www.option3.co.uk/covid-19-injection  ~ THE BIOLOGICAL CONTROL CIRCUIT

www.option3.co.uk/ibm-the-bill-gates-syndicate-and-eugenics-the-biolog..
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SweetPeaceFarm
Joined On 11/29/2010 5:56:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Absolutely amazing and informative video!!  Thank you so much Dr. Mercola!
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boobtube
Joined On 9/15/2020 6:39:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Hoffe was quickly accused of causing “vaccine hesitancy” and local health authorities threatened to report him to the licensing

body"--So by providing information which makes people thoughtfully consider whether they want to take an injection or not, he is causing

people to become hesitant and must be reported to the thought police and have his livelihood eliminated.  No one should be allowed to

think for themselves apparently.  Just do what we say.  No informed consent allowed.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2021 7:04:22 AM
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cetok01yahoo.com
Joined On 11/15/2020 7:26:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola: I get it that you're being pressured not to post your articles at all, but so many opportunities are being withheld by your

48-hour view limit. I've been passing along links to your articles for nearly a year in a weekly newsletter to family and friends, but now

many of the links are expired before they can be viewed, especially with important videos such as this one.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2021 6:37:56 AM
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kev8395
Joined On 7/4/2013 5:50:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How about they sign up and receive Dr M's newsletters directly then they can view them as they come in. Problem solved. It would

also increase the traFc to this website which is good for the doc.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2021 7:10:03 AM
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cetok, ...Remind your contacts to search on the vid topic subject matter/ names disclosed in the pdf...For example:

citizenfreepress.com/column-1/dr-charles-hoffe-issues-vaccine-warning/   ...SAME topic as the vid here today
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do you see the "PDF" icon to the left of today's date and to the right of the Facebook icon at the top of the article? Look for the one

that has the 3 little red "PDF" letters in the middle of it. Just click it and the PDF will download. All of the links will be included.

Name the ble and save it on your hard drive.

This is safer and faster than sending links. There's less risk of spreading VIRUSES (no pun intended).

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2021 1:19:45 PM
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WL4816
Joined On 12/31/2019 6:54:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is no video download option on this web site, and its PDF button won't download any videos. Use the ANT video downloader

as an extension on a Firefox browser to download nearly any video and save it wherever you want.
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VivdeVree
Joined On 8/20/2021 5:59:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the U.K. we have been coerced into vaccination, even offering bnancial benebts to encourage vaccination and now attention is being

turned to children. It’s a terrifying situation.  Knowing how to mitigate the long term health conditions caused by vaccination is going to

be paramount. I am presuming that the AstraZenica vaccine, used for the majority in the U.K. could cause the same health issues as the

Moderna vaccine? Are all vaccines gene therapy?
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RobertTUda1gmail.com
Joined On 4/16/2021 1:31:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow, this is a scary report, which I tend to believe.  Watch for blood clots!
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jam9139
Joined On 11/5/2018 8:59:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So, I’m just wondering if ozone therapy would help with those that have gotten the jab? My son just used it for some infections and

ineammation he had- it is expensive, but worked. Just wondering for those of you that have said your children have taken it and are

worried- can any of you doctors or smart commenters speak on this? ...I’m angry too! We must stand
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thinkinmama
Joined On 6/28/2021 12:29:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My doctor does ozone therapy. On 8/2 I had prolozone injections and during the visit I asked about preventative measures since I

was getting ready to travel. I was told the ozone would help reduce symptoms and could even help prevent COVID. Well I did get

COVID shortly after and wondering if that could be why I had it so mildly. I had a fever like a half day and congestion mostly. I’ve

lost my sense of smell but other than that I feel great.
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quillinmom
Joined On 12/11/2020 12:54:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for the very informative, easy-to-understand video. I am so thankful that your informative articles are available to educate us

when government 'experts' refuse to, working to deceive and harm instead of giving truthful information. This video doesn't address the

small blood clots with pregnancy. I have read about many that have had miscarriages after getting the vaccine. It is no wonder, those

small blood clots could cause devastating problems with the placenta and the fetus' development. In any major organ of the body where

those small blood clots accumulate we should be ready for many health problems to develop in previously healthy individuals, young and

old.
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MarilynSh
Joined On 1/25/2021 12:43:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The jab injuries in Australia in 6 months are over 50,000 yet the so called virus in 41,000 in 18 months, the jabs are 3.3 times more likely

to cause harm here than the virus yet they are even jabbing people in palliative care then calling it covid when they die. I am nearly 69 and

have never seen anything so deranged as Australia at this point in time, the leaders have turned us back to colonies as existed in 1900

and are acting like overlords in penal colonies.
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Karenc0
Joined On 7/6/2015 12:49:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi MarilynSh.  Where do we get information  here in Australia for same mindset people against the jab and if we can get

excempted from lots of things they are saying we won't be able to do unless vaccinated?
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is a health care worker in Hawaii who conbrms what you say, BRAVO to those who speak up, I wish him well and you too....

Australia sounds like the government is pre-historic, I don't understand what killed the Aussie spirit, I wouldn't have thought they

could be corraled. www.bitchute.com/.../im8tqf0JtSPB
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gle9078
Joined On 7/28/2021 4:23:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As an Aussie too can’t believe or understand what’s happening here, it’s so depressing. The media here are not reporting reactions

it’s all being silenced. A 38week pregnant friend of my daughter had the jab and baby died shortly after. Of course they are saying

not related, being swept under the carpet. I try to comment in the Australian and Daily Telegraph but mostly they get rejected even

when I link legitimate information or even suggest things like perspective, such as according to abs stats in jan-apr 21 1,384

people died from the eu and pneumonia
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gle9078
Joined On 7/28/2021 4:23:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To all the Aussies out there we need to start writing letters to Mark Latham and Pauline Hansen. They seem to be the only one

ones slightly questioning the science and vaccine passport
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WL4816
Joined On 12/31/2019 6:54:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Australia has gone fully neoliberal. It's a Washington puppet state. You can bnd articles online (e.g., search for "neoliberal

Australia") which show that Australia's most democratically minded governments have been overthrown at least once or twice with

the help of Aussie collaborators working with the CIA. The Gough Whitlam labor-oriented government is suspected of having been

brought down by these dark forces in a coup that replaced him with the opposition. In any targeted country, the main target of

neoliberals is the social welfare state, that is, the social programs that provide help for the working people. Most oligarchs do not

want to pay taxes to support any social welfare state.
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davetheslave44yahoo.co.u
Joined On 8/2/2021 5:37:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Of course his patients are going to complain to him about adverse effects they've been experiencing from these Covid shots. It's

ridiculous to assume otherwise. What do these goons who are controlling the narrative with their priceless (satire intended) own think

they can do? Gag and silence these as well as the doctor? And he's bound to speak out as well. No two doctors are, or are going to be, the

same. Sorry, but that just isn't how the world works. Threats and intimidation more often than not don't work but these goons want to

believe they do. Same with the mask mandate just around here. The jobsworths that impose it won't bat an eyelid if you're wearing a blthy

nose and mouth covering as long as you are. The ignorance and blindness is astonishing.
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JustinSturz
Joined On 7/30/2008 6:38:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have tried to download the PDF of this article to my phone three times.  "Download error" every time.
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Bubblehead
Joined On 9/7/2006 10:34:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It downloaded for me without a problem.
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AndymAndym
Joined On 4/26/2016 7:07:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have you tried selecting PRINT, then SAVE AS PDF? On an iOS device, you can “unpinch” the print preview image and it will turn

into a PDF. Not sure how to do it on Android.
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mar88931
Joined On 10/11/2016 5:01:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very sobering reading. We are being coerced into taking the vaccine. Every piece of legislation protecting free speech is being violated.

These brave Doctors who are trying to give us facts are being silenced. Something very sinister is going on.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Palosi ran out of icecream
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cynful
Joined On 1/5/2012 12:43:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

how do I download this video? Where can I go to get this video? After 48 hours on Dr.Mercola's website it disappears. I need to share this.
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BTLnewbie
Joined On 5/1/2021 3:38:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is the video available anywhere other than embedded here (where it will disappear after 48 hours)?  There is reference to

www.lauralynn.tv in the credits at the end but I can't bnd it on Laura-Lynn Tyler Thomson's websit http://www.lauralynn.tv/ .
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rot1319
Joined On 12/10/2020 3:13:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you think the spike protein in the vaccine can cause it what do you think the spike protein in the vaccine can do?
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BlueQuasilica
Joined On 1/9/2016 9:34:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If each of the Disinformation Dozen would be given the (slightest) chance to have a one-on-one intimate talk with Pope Francis, I would

think the Roman Catholic leader would have a 180-degree change of heart when he recently preached to his followers to get the jab and

see it as an "act of love" for themselves and others.
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Dena1219
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:24:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The pope is a dud. He knows exactly what is going on. Even the Orange One, T-rump, is telling his followers to get the jab.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2021 3:23:05 AM
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't be naive, BlueQuasilica, with all due respect. This is not the right place to expand on you. the reasons for what I express. I

know what I'm talking about, sadly.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2021 3:40:03 AM
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wwalkerware
Joined On 11/13/2009 2:05:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BLUE, you don't have much of a clue about your pope, do you?  Best you put him in your rear view mirror.  He is nothing...scum.

 While you're trying to change the spots on that leopard,  2 more are chewing off your legs.   Screw the pope.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2021 6:27:46 AM
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maxandfrancis
Joined On 10/6/2006 2:41:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am a devout practicing Catholic.  This “Pope” is a Socialist, perhaps Communist.  I don’t believe he is even a true Pope.  He is

immovable in his liberal beliefs.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2021 8:17:38 AM
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WL4816
Joined On 12/31/2019 6:54:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mercola has published at least one article reporting that Pope Francis approves of using aborted fetus material in the manufacture

of vaccines. This reveals that he is unmistakably a devout capitalist who supports the pharma industry's probt-making orientation.

The smell of money can bring out the greed hiding in every Catholic's subconscious.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2021 6:55:08 PM
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esecallum
Joined On 6/10/2020 3:54:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Underground Students at Stanford University devised 3 ways to disable FORCED/UNWANTED vaccinations.  1) D.I.Y Low voltage method.

 Use 2 wet sponges attached to a 6 volt battery for at least 30 to 60 mins with injection site between the wet sponges. Do it immediately

after injection as soon as possible. See how to make this in 5 minutes at:-  https://groups.io/g/germkiller    2) Use medium volt method by

using a tens device/muscle massager on continuous pulses at injection site for at at least 30 to 60 minutes. See video.  

 www.youtube.com/watch    3) Use a higher voltage method. Use a mosquito bite zapper at injection site immediately for at least 3

minutes Apply immediately to injection site and apply at least 2 dozen clicks. See video:-    www.youtube.com/watch  

It is theorized that electric current causes micro electrolysis in the body euids and free radical/ions can combine with the vaccine and

damage it. It is theorized that high voltages denatures the spike proteins in vaccine. You can buy the butterey tens device/massager and

mosquito insect zapper on Amazon and ebay for around $5. Use out of sight of the MEDICAL MAFIA so you can get your vaccine

passport. USE ANY OR ALL YOUR OWN RISK. DO YOU UNDERSTAND? NO MEDICAL ADVICE OFFERED.
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LuckyinSA
Joined On 1/27/2021 1:27:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I saw all these videos when they brst came out.  My initial thought was why would you introduce an electrical current to something

that reacts to an electrical current.  I personally have 2 of these devices. I have used them for years in a procedure I call sloth

aerobics.  (just lie down, hock up and exercise whilst watching tv.  great)  I lost heaps of size whilst doing this.  But, since these

students all came out with this, the news of graphene oxide being in all the deaths shots has emerged, I truly question the validity

of this information.  Personally I would say, be wary, this has the potential to kill you quicker.  If I'm wrong, great.  I am totally

against any forced jab for anyone, especially our youth.  But please, consider all the information out there.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Perhaps the graphene oxide could be kept at the site by a strong magnet.  As to what becomes of it then, I do not know.  Perhaps

holding the magnet to the site could enable it to form a cyst that would contain the lion's share of it, so it can eventually be

removed.  These jabs are evil in a bottle: a worse bio-weapon than I could have ever imagined.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just looking into hydrogel was enough to curl my toes - “novel hydrogel based vaccine formulation” - hmmmmm…… gotta love it

when they don’t actually know where the hydrogel will travel or when it will stop.
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gle9078
Joined On 7/28/2021 4:23:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Also Dr Hoffe's surgery recently burnt down in Lynton due to the wild bres in Canada, with all his records etc Someone set up a go fund

me page to help him, which I donated to last week.  But unexpectedly today I received an email from GoFundMe saying my money has

been refunded, and the page now no longer exists!  Have GoFundMe decided to cancel the fund raiser to further devastate and silence

him?   Does anyone know what has happened.
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westerner52
Joined On 1/14/2017 5:26:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Hoff's town was burned to the ground by a bre!  Nothing left.
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi westerner52, did the bre that burned Dr. Hoffe's town appear to be part of a normal chain of events, or do you think it was

targeted?  I know there's been a lot of bres in British Columbia.
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ProximaC
Joined On 8/8/2021 7:01:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The second video lower down provides possible answers to the mystery:

gumshoenews.com/2021/07/12/a-brave-doctor-and-a-small-clinic-that-burn..  .
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Siriusbe1
Joined On 6/19/2006 6:53:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is excellent detailed scientibc information and evidence from courageous and honest scientists.This is what we need now and not

oFcial misinformation designed to kill people. Otherwise the same scientibc mistakes that have occurred in the past will happen again

with destructive results for humanity and the planet.The planet urgently needs loving and conscious people to organize matters and not

controlling,cunning ultra-clever criminal minds who are attempting to take over the world out of the desire for more money.power and

prestige.Well done Joe:you are demonstrating the right use of your money and ineuence,from the heart and spirit.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Siriusbe1, They will stoop to any form of coercion including ridicule using social media it seems

www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=1470908113293513&set=a.32604663111300..   Kurt Vonnegut had it right I'm sure:

 Psychopathic Personalities - www.goodreads.com/quotes/116605-i-was-once-asked-if-i-had-any-ideas-fo..
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Jacknife25
Joined On 8/17/2021 11:57:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fact Check on Dr. Hoffe: factcheck.afp.com/http%253A%252F%252Fdoc.afp.com%252F9HK9UY-6
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jonathanallsup
Joined On 8/16/2021 3:22:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you follow this link to the article as follows:

1) perma.cc/263A-QZ7P  (then click "view the live page")

2) www.sciencedirect.com/.../S2666572721000286

Scroll down to the last large paragraph where you will read:

-"There are limitations of the study."

-"most thrombotic events were reported for the AstraZeneca and Janssen"

-"Second, the sample size and the follow up after vaccination was relatively limited to assess the real prevalence of rare side

effects. "

This means, the study done by dr. Hoffe and the Study done found by the "afp" are not relative to each other.  This is because the

AFP study selects only RARE SIDE EFFECTS whereas Dr. Hoffe utilizes his patient base.  Completely different control group MADE

TO LOOK LIKE they are relative comparisons, which read for yourself, they are not.
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sai73491
Joined On 10/25/2013 2:28:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank God for truth tellers.  I know several who have died already from the shot. Today I cried because a county in LA is making shots

mandatory for children to attend school. I know that some people will never change - yet still I appeal to those who aren't wholly given

over to evil:  HELL IS REAL.  IF YOU DO NOT DESIST FROM THIS EVIL YOU WILL SPEND ETERNITY IN HELL WHERE THERE IS 'WEEPING

AND GNASHING OF TEETH.' Because those involved in this were given TEMPORARY rewards for helping to maim and kill their fellow

humans, they have to realize that the benebts are just that:  TEMPORARY. What are TEMPORARY rewards as opposed to ETERNAL

REWARDS?  THINK!

Like the thief on the cross who repented in the 11th hour so can you.   if you know anyone in the military or police WARN THEM TO NOT

DO THE BIDDING OF THIS EVIL. Warn them to NOT 'JUST FOLLOW ORDERS' as the support personnel did in the Holocaust. YOU STILL

HAVE TIME!  TURN TO CHRIST AND HE WILL FORGIVE YOU. We are in the last days and as far as I believe the pale horse whose rider is

DEATH has been released to kill a third of the population on earth. "Pray that ye may be counted worthy to escape all that is to come..."
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They don't believe. Interesting how the liberals have pushed against religion in the past years, almost like this whole thing was

planned for 60 years. There is a special spot for Dr Mercola in heaven.  I would be so lost and alone without this site.  People don't

talk, everyone is so afraid.
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nigelb1964
Joined On 5/25/2011 6:13:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What is done is done. What can those people who have had the vaccine do to best protect themselves now?
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Kariluca
Joined On 9/12/2020 1:55:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes I agree, we have to bnd out how to stop these for those who've been vaccinated. How can we bnd this ? Thx
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.orthomolecular.org/.../v17n15.shtml  This link was posted by Gui; protocols that may help.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nigel... Try Megadose Vit C/D... ivermectin/HCQ/Zn/Se/Mg... Oral NAC... Nebulized H202/iodine.. nebulized NAC...various

proteolytic enzymes like bromelain, papain, nattokinase, etc.... more;  www.forbiddenhealingforum.com/forum-comments
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nothingsound- thank you!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, it’s kind of an oxymoron, in my opinion, for anyone who got the jab to suddenly ask for how to counter the side effects of it.

How about CUTTING YOUR ARM OFF??? There are foods you can eat to help counter the side effects. You want foods known to

lower ineammation. Just search online. Again, if you were eating these foods to start with you probably wouldn’t be the person

getting the unapproved/unlicensed/untested death jab. Here we go anyway! Salmon tops the list for its therapeutics. Everything

about this food promotes healing, strength, stamina, weight loss, improved insulin response, lower blood sugar, lower blood

pressure, and lower cholesterol (reduces ineammation). Those are things that happen/take place in your body when you thin your

blood NATURALLY!
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WL4816
Joined On 12/31/2019 6:54:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nothingsound, the orthomolecular article says the spike protein used in the "vaccines" is a COVID virus fragment, and that it's

causing deaths and suffering. Some researchers say that no one has been able to bnd any fragment of COVID. The article is based

on the assertion that COVID is real and that suffering and death from it is widespread, exactly the same thing that's being reported

in the news media. It suggests use of supplements and other alternative methods of dealing with it and that the patient should

always work with a physician when using these alternative methods. Except for one time many years ago, I've never been able to

bnd any doctor who works with supplements, and that doctor had lost his hospital privileges. It's pretty much DIY when using

supplements since doctors who want to keep their licenses won't have anything to do with it. Pharma controls everything and

everyone involved in healthcare.
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Jacknife25
Joined On 8/17/2021 11:57:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

False and misleading article. The spike protein produced by COVID-19 vaccination behaves differently from spike protein produced during

infection. While some spike protein produced through vaccination might enter the bloodstream, it is at a much lower level compared to

the amount associated with damage from the virus.

healthfeedback.org/claimreview/byram-bridles-claim-that-covid-19-vacci..
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am wondering, do you mean the article, or the doctor who lectured his bndings?  Nope - pardon me, your article refers to animal

studies.   The doctor in the video was lecturing off of his bndings with 900 patients.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

so are you saying the massive dump of spike protein already present in said infected body and the injection may add, but in

relatively far lessor amounts? If said premise is true what is one to do?
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I had said infection and now have robust natural immunity with T memory immunity in addition so what is to be worried about?
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WL4816
Joined On 12/31/2019 6:54:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Your comment is based on the unfounded assertion that COVID is real. No one has been able to obtain any fragment of the alleged

COVID virus from an allegedly infected person, so there's no material proof that it exists as a real virus.
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mar9779
Joined On 10/28/2015 2:48:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can someone tell me how to copy this video?  I need to send it to many people.  My Youtube video copy software won't work with this.
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WL4816
Joined On 12/31/2019 6:54:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Install the ANT video downloader in a Firefox browser. It will let you record nearly any online video and save it wherever you want.
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gabri33
Joined On 4/9/2021 12:37:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does anyone knows how a person can protect herself/himself legally from mandates (employer) to get this lethal injection? Thank you!
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

posted earlier here on mercola:   thewhiterose.uk/if-you-are-being-forced-to-vaccinate-in-order-to-keep-..
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angiemelzer
Joined On 3/14/2012 2:43:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'd like to know as well. I posted a few days ago asking... My son works for a national media giant, he's being mandated and had

bled an exemption request but is not allowed to work until it's approved or denied. He refuses to take vaccine and how sad that he

must choose his health long term, he's 35, or his livelihood. I'm beyond disgusted but don't know how to help him. Thank you.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gabri, it's very simple. You quit! Unless you have a very specialized career that isn't easily transferred, the current job market is

desperate for new employees. You can literally get a job anywhere right now.
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lor6923
Joined On 5/10/2021 11:12:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

there are documents that can help you. go to telegram, create and account, and follow Dr. Jane Ruby. There are docs there that can

help.
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M.H.Deal
Joined On 11/22/2017 8:29:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I repeat, again because I've seen no answer, what effect does the donated blood of the jabbed have on those who get a blood

transfusion?   Does the whole blood, plasma, and platelets contain these spikes?  Or doesn't anyone know?
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Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, I for one certainly would not get a blood transfusion.  They say that mothers who get the jab pass on the spikes in their milk,

so it seems a sure bet anyone with the shot would pass it on with giving blood..
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Your eyes glow in the dark
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Lfod444
Joined On 7/30/2020 1:09:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I scarcely know how to put this , but could lumbrokinase have an effect on the spikes in the cappalaries ? For instance remove them ?

This may be a dumb question , just asking anyway . Anyone have thoughts on this ?
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DJay1964
Joined On 3/16/2021 1:12:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is this the same with Johnson and Johnson or just the mRNA vaccines?
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All of them cause blood clots
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Butch1942
Joined On 9/6/2011 3:35:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

60% of what Number?  Percentages can be very misleading and can be intended to sound alarming.  There have been a handful of small

clots that cleared within a few days.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Exactly! If the infectious rate goes from 1 person out of 1000 to 1.7 people per 1000 you have a 60% increase in infectious rate, but

you don't have 60% of the population infected! A lot of our news media reporting Covid-19 statistics are too stupid to understand

that basic math.
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thinkinmama
Joined On 6/28/2021 12:29:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does anyone know how long shedding occurs after someone is vaxxed?  I’d like to know so I can avoid those I know who got it. My

parents got the vax and wouldn’t even tell me because they knew how I felt about it.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I know how disappointed you are.  But it’s okay for people over 18 to make their own decisions as long as they are informed.   Do

your folks watch the news 24/7.  Ugh… I’m sorry …  Someone on here did post (a few days or weeks ago, who knows anymore?) to

stay away - I want to say 10 days.
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mom2jvvr
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:32:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is there a way to download this video so we may share it with others?
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Divenire
Joined On 5/8/2017 3:00:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I opened resources at bottom of article and found the link - www.bitchute.com/.../uD98ksu0PzQg
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Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You need to copy and paste the address line and send the entire page, which if I hadn't seen it yet -- I would be grateful you sent it

to me! articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/08/20/how-mrna-vaccin..  Hopefully someone can shorten that!  not

me...
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Annoyedwnamerequest
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:01:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If our spouse has been vaccinated, when they shed the vaccine, can they pass it on to us?
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, I’m bummed to say this - I can’t bnd the article, but a lecturer said yes, The DHS (Department of Homeland Security) released

an 80 page document and within those pages said yes, they are aware of transmission from vax’d to unvax’d.  So, even more

crucial we follow the protocol.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I doubt it, I doubt this whole narrative of shedding, and why live that way.... you don't want to be alone.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

00 - gawd I hope you’re right.  I’ve had so many ‘off’ things happening, and someone asked me, “do you think it’s because of your

husband’s shot?”   I don’t get swollen glands, I don’t have breathing problems, and even if I do ‘go down’ I always come back up…

but it’s not happening this time.  I’m in this stupid cycle of always feeling like crap.  I’m waiting to be released from it. I’m taking

everything I should - and getting outside a whole lot more.   Does vodka kill anything?  LOL!!!  I’m ready to try anything!
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

00, I understand your doubts. I question it to, but where does the spike protein go after your cells produce them? They have to go

somewhere! Kidnies??
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bonlucie
Joined On 10/20/2009 11:51:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is there a way to copy/save this video ? I'd like to share with others. Thanks
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Divenire
Joined On 5/8/2017 3:00:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Link in resources at bottom of the article - www.bitchute.com/.../uD98ksu0PzQg
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boomerboomer
Joined On 11/7/2009 2:04:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola or Guillermou, I trust both of your opinions on this. I have vowed never to get the mRNA vaccine but, are there the same or

other just as serious side effects present with the Sinovac and Sinopharm vaccines? Has anybody heard of any side effects from either of

these injections?  At least they are a traditional system used for ages in making vaccines so it would seem that they are less likely to be

so lethal.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've answered this question almost every day for the past 2 years now! WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN??? This vaccine is made using an

inactivated virus (old technology). No one knows how dangerous it is because none of these vaccines have been tested properly.

They are being approved by EMERGENCY USE AUTHORIZATION! That is a far cry from saying they are safe and effective and

therefore the FDA  licenses them. Here are the FACTS!!! They have been using inactivated and attenuated coronaviruses to make

coronavirus vaccines since the 1950's. Guess how many of them got approved by the FDA? ZEROOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!! Every single

one failed for the same reason. All of them failed due to ADE (antibody-dependent enhancement). I've explained ADE enough times

already. Look it up on Duck Duck Go. If you fall victim to ADE the outcome is almost 100% guaranteed DEATH!  You will drown to

death in your own bodily euids! The other MAJOR problem I have with this vaccine is that it is from CHINA! Who in hell trust China?

They're the reason we are going through this nightmare.
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WL4816
Joined On 12/31/2019 6:54:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The other MAJOR problem I have with this vaccine is that it is from CHINA! Who in hell trust China? They're the reason we are

going through this nightmare."

The patent(s) on the graphene oxide nanoparticles in the "vaccines" are said to be owned by companies in India and Communist

China but the "vaccines" are said to be made mostly in Europe. Russia and Cuba have their own versions of COVID vaccines and

they're said to be equally dangerous.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How did these scum accumulate so much power, that they can literally get away with murder; and the very entities tasked with looking

after our "Health and Safety", are fully backing these evil scum and their atrocities?!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Exactly my feelings. HOW and seemingly so easily!
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jub7920
Joined On 10/8/2018 8:05:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So are/we/you saying that everyone who now has "Long Covid" basically has or had this micro blood clotting where these capilleries have

died and that the damage is irreversible ?
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Long Covid means you got it naturally, right?  I also had covid and I guess it was long as I had it for over 2 months, then side

effects (hair loss, shingles, bnger nails bumpy) for a year, but now I am bne, and I have a heart condition, so I would think I would

be fatigued, but I am bne.
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markuzick
Joined On 3/16/2013 5:05:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Climate change is the agenda underlying why they want to kill us. (Of course there is the real agenda underlying that agenda too: The

Great Reset - corporate socialism.)  www.armstrongeconomics.com/international-news/great-reset/the-great-di..
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Maranatha Today
Joined On 1/19/2021 12:21:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Lost History of the Flat Earth https://youtu.be/df6cy3NywuA   Long but explains some of the questions swirling in our heads...I

playback at x2...cuts it down to just over 3 hours. As you rightly said, Climate change has a lot to do with it! Thanks for the article.
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wombat88
Joined On 3/9/2011 4:38:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How about all those actors dressing up as ICU patients on ventilators??  Who is paying them, and all the hospital workers dressing up in

gowns etc?  Who is behind all this deception?  Who is paying for all the coFns and the photographers who capture these images?

 Someone has to be paying for all of this!  Who??  Why does no one uncover these people?  Come on, Mercola, give us the truth about

those actors!
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I know I shouldn’t, but I’m going to.  When did Dr. Mercola ever say these were paid actors? I have to give him credit for standing up

to defamation of character and for becoming a target but still proceeding to put out his articles. Any doctor that tries to inform

people faces exactly what you are doing here. Did you even read the above article? Do you understand the implications of it? Do

you understand that there should not be an EUA?  That there are 100% clinically proven antivirals that they will not put on the

market because, why?  Why?  That’s all we’ve been doing on here, is digging. Trying to bgure out who is at risk and why? So trying

to discredit a doctor who’s bringing transparency even though targeted heavily - it’s like you haven’t been reading? After being

threatened I’m sure his articles are going to get more aggressive because maybe the truth needs to be known. But I could be

wrong.
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Annoyedwnamerequest
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:01:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mercola did not say Covid was not real.  Rather, there are better treatment protocols out there than are currently being supported

by the government. Lockdowns are creating a host of other problems--delayed treatment (I know 2 people who died of cancer due

to delayed treatment), drug additions/overdoes are skyrocketing (in Alberta death by overdoes has trippled during covid) far more

people die each a week than in a month due to covid).   Covid test tests for covid 19 and other covid like the eu. The numbers are

skewed because they include the eu. Death rate includes people who died of comorbidities who just happened to get covid at end

of life.  What about the exaggerations in the news?  Alabama doctor just claimed she sees an apocalyptic situation.  Are you

kidding me? Look at their numbers.  The current death rate is 20% in comparison to their last similar wave AND the current wave is

already showing that the positive tests for covid are starting to go down.  The news is full of exaggerations. AND, the news is NOT

properly reporting on adverse reactions to the vaccine.
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Exactly, thanks for bringing that up, we hear that for each Covid death the hospital gets paid 39,000. USD.  And 19,000. USD for

each admittance....  The CDC?  Here is a health care worker saying that... https://www.bitchute.com/video/im8tqf0JtSPB/
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wombat88
Joined On 3/9/2011 4:38:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ok there is no “reply” button to the person below me who made some good points.  I did not mean to imply that Mercola has said

there were paid actors involved; my point was, if covid is not real, and yes he has more than implied that, then who are all the

people in the photographs supposedly in ICUs?  And who is behind all the news headlines?  No one works for free, so if this is a

fake “pandemic”, who is coordinating everything we are seeing?  25,000 people have died in Los Angeles County (where I live). If

covid is not real, what did they die of?  Who are the people in the photos?  Why are brst responders saying they have to circle in

ambulances with stroke and heart attack victims waiting for beds to open up?   Why are people taking their children with brain

cancer to less populated areas where there are hospital beds for them?  Why did my physician look ready to burst into tears over

the stress of dealing with the onslaught of covid patients aver the past year and a half?  I am trying to understand how all of this

can be made up, or not factual.  It would be a huge coordinated effort.  And Mercola makes money too, off this site and his sales,

so there is no one with nothing but truth motivating them.  He has this big audience to humor and string along, just like Trump

(who by the way received the vaccine in January.)
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You would like to see this young health care worker who was at a protest vaccine passport group talk, the truth is here and only a

couple minutes long: www.bitchute.com/.../im8tqf0JtSPB
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

wombat88, Why do you care? Most of us turned off mainstream media a while back in 2020.
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Barth13
Joined On 6/20/2011 12:47:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@Wonbat88, Some of the images you see are stock photos. The news has been using stock footage for years and telling us it is

real. The photos of uprisings in the gulf were exposed as being from other places, etc. One relevant one I learned about just earlier

this year is the Heart Island Burials that were in the news back at the beginning of the plandemic. This is the island off New York

were they were burying masses of dead people with construction equipment. Well, it turns out that we have been burying people

there for over 150 years. And the number of deaths did not really go up, but they did recently shorten the time to claim an

unclaimed body from 60 or 90 days to just 30. So more bodies may have been buried due to less being claimed, but no excess in

deaths. All the beld hospitals and Navy ship hospitals that were set up in various places all shut down after a couple of months

due to lack of patients.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Wombat88", "Ok there is no “reply” button to the person below me who made some good points." The reply button is only located

at the opening posters' (OP) comments, which in this case is you. So if you're addressing someone else in the thread, simply click

the reply tab of the OP and then address the particular individual, "@JohnDoe"
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wombat, you don't look up the credits of the actors? They all died from the vaccine. It was horrible. One day they shoot a

propoganda add to promote vaccines and the next week they die before it's ever aired. Robert De Niro spoke on their behalf! Ive

never seen him cry before. Beyonce provided the eowers. The eowers were paid for by her sponsors like Pepsi Cola. It was over

top! You should have seen it!
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WL4816
Joined On 12/31/2019 6:54:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Covid test tests for covid 19 and other covid like the eu. The numbers are skewed because they include the eu."

The only test for COVID is the RT-PCR test. Its sensitivity can be adjusted, at the discretion of authorities, to give mostly false

positives, and these are oFcially labeled as "evidence" of COVID infection.  RT-PCR tests have never received FDA approval and are

being used in support of what is claimed to be a national emergency. FDA gave them "emergency use approval" (EUA) to be used

during the emergency. RT-PCR test results are being used to justify shutdowns or slowdowns of entire economies in most

countries.
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StandFastPats
Joined On 1/24/2021 1:32:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wombat.

I would venture to say that what you see is a movie set!  Bought and paid for directors  producers, actors, equipment  etc.etc.
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chrisattaway
Joined On 4/11/2020 11:53:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please make these videos available on another platform if you are taking these posts down in 48 hours.
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

IT IS SUPPOSED THAT THEY HAVE NOT BEEN LOST AND THE DM WILL HAVE THEM IN HIS CUSTODY !! YOU. WHAT WOULD YOU

DO IF YOU WERE IN YOUR PLACE? USE LOGIC AND WAIT FOR THE EVOLUTION OF THE FACTS. THE PROBLEM WITH

ALTERNATIVE PLATFORMS IS THAT AT THE MOMENT THEY ARE ONLY IN ENGLISH LANGUAGE. THIS IS A HUGE MISTAKE IF IT IS

THAT THE PEOPLE OF THE WORLD KNOW WHAT IS REALLY HAPPENING. THE SAME THE VIDEOS AND AUDIOS: KNOWING THE

MAJOR PART OF HUMANITY IS NOT FUNCTIONAL TO THE FIGHT FOR THE CONQUEST OF FREEDOM.
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wombat88
Joined On 3/9/2011 4:38:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why do so many comments have no “reply” button?  A few of you reply to me, but I cannot reply to you. Anyway, thanks to the person who

posted a link which I clicked to open but received a 404 Error.  I am interested in the truth which is why I tried to open it. Also to the

person who asked why I care (because people around me are dying, if that’s an acceptable reason to you and I would hope it is) and that

“most of [you] have turned off mainstream media” says a lot,  Do you care about truth, or just what Mercola tells you?  People who are

about truth look at the evidence, not one side of a story.  Full hospital beds are evidence.  Stories from people who have dead family

members are evidence.  Stories from people who have gotten sick and wished they had been more careful are evidence.  Maybe you all

live in a forest by yourselves or something, but those of us out and about know people who have been hospitalized and it was no picnic.  I

have two friends with family members who have died from covid and it was a ghastly death.  I’m curious if you all believe the 1918 eu

epidemic was made up also.
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ghhnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

‘18 ... ‘23 whatever, they fought it with masks, washing the nasal passages and pH, not a death sentence. It is nit that we only listen

ir read Dr. Mercola. Myself, I venture around sites I feel relevant to my health, not waste my time increasing the ratings of

something that waste my time, which is life. What would you say is the transmission of truth by the main stream? I love someone

who is now considering doing it BECAUSE of main stream and you want me to listen to the false narrative to try and garnish an

ounce of truth from them? They are what is helping kill human beings. Now may I ask, “what are you doing here, you seem main

stream, no offense?”
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Barth13
Joined On 6/20/2011 12:47:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Faucci did a study of the dead 1918 eu deaths. They exhumed several thousand and did lab analysis of the lung tissue. All of them

died of bacterial infection, not the Spanish eu. Basically, it was the masks that everyone was wearing that killed them off. And the

illness going around was most likely from a new experimental vaccine they were giving the US military before sending them off

around the world.
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Barth13
Joined On 6/20/2011 12:47:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@wombat88, Only the head message in a conversation has the reply link. You have to go back up to the head message and reply to

that. You can specify who you are replying to like I did here if you want. Not perfect, but that is how it works.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wombat , the brst post always has a reply link. If you try to reply to a reply, the link is not there. To do that, reply to the original post

putting the replier's name on it so readers know who you're replying to. Mercola should put out a FAQ about this.

Btw, I too limit my exposure to MSM. Its too stressful putting up with all the propaganda and LIES. Call your local hosp. or indy

press to bnd out if hosp. beds are really full. Did these sick get EARLY prophylactic treatment with the right meds? (not Advil, btw).

NO, b/c CDC doesn't believe in that, so the vulnerable public is not educated about it...
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm sorry, but I can't help myself: www.bing.com/videos/search?q=you+can%27t+handle+the+truth&&vie..

We all need a little humor. Don't take this to seriously:)
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